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After the big success of the AIR RACE V3, RRD has
developed a new technology to obtain an even more
performing board.
This new technology is called TPB (Thermo Plastic Belt).
The introduction of this special thermoplastic belt
positioned on the top of the board and the SDB (Sandwich
Dyneema Belt) positioned on the bottom of it make the
board 50% stiffer than any conventional inflatable board.
The TPB is a special fiber glass stringer that works only
in compression, that’s why after many tests the R&D
department decided to place the TPB on top of the board
and the SDB on bottom.
The balanced shape with wider tail combine stability
with speed and makes it easy to ride and accessible for
everyone.
Thanks to the Edge PVC soft rail, positioned under the
board tail, water flows away fast and clean without
turbulences.
This new range of boards will make you glide, and feel
the maximum efficiency stroke by stroke.
The bag is equipped with wheels for ease of moving. Its
breatable material keeps the board dry and protected
from molds.
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4MM DIECUT CROCODILE SKIN EVA PAD
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HI-DENSITY
DROPSTITCH FILAMENTS
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Not all contributors are professional writers and
photographers, so don’t be put off writing because you have
no experience! Next issue is June 2018 with a deadline
of submissions on May 1st. Technical Information:
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word ﬁle with 8001200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk. Images
should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word ﬁle or if
preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag
UK encourages contributions of any nature but reserves the
right to edit to the space available. Opinions expressed in
this magazine are not necessarily those of the publishing
parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The publishing of an
advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not necessarily mean
that the parent company, 2b Graphic Design, endorse the
company, item or service advertised. All material in SUP
Mag UK is strictly copyright and all rights are reserved.
Reproduction without prior permission from the editor is
forbidden.

editor’s note

Illness…
It’s a horrible feeling being ill – and I’m not talking serious
or life threatening, that’s a different story. Just the type of
niggling lurgy that dogs many of us at certain times of the
year, particularly winter. Colds, flu, sickness and such make
us feel awful, put us off our game and generally stamp the
kybosh on things like paddling.
Every year for the past four, around Jan/Feb, the bleurgh has come
on strong for me. I managed to get away with it (mostly) during
2017 but New Year 2018 has been a bit of a shocker and a revert
back to previous. Where it comes from I’ve no idea. Put it down to
toddler/baby germs. Maybe it’s born of being in the water (for
anyone not aware there’s an issue with sewage being dumped in
the drink in my area). Possibly it’s just time of year and the way
things are – I know plenty of others, who don’t frequent the brine
or have kids, who are or have been under the weather.
I know what you’re thinking: ‘man flu – get over it’. Personally I
hate that term as I don’t subscribe. I’ve never been one for moping
and moaning about a silly cold. The illness I’m talking about is
one step on from that. As I say not life threatening but enough to
knock you off your stride – especially when people are counting
on you to deliver such things as magazines on deadline!
There’s nothing worse, however, than seeing a good forecast yet
feeling like nothing more than going back to bed with a Lemsip. It
bashes the schedule out somewhat and means playing catch up
will be the order of the day when you’re right. I’ve tried many
different things, from altering my diet to knocking the ‘bad stuff’
(beer) on the head altogether. Yet nothing seems to really help –
sooner or later I succumb. As I write I now just want winter done
and dusted and a healthier period where illness isn’t a concern. Oh
woe is me and all that but illness really is a killer when you’re a
water baby. If you’re in the same situation then I feel for you.

Summer
On a plus point we’re now heading ever closer to spring/summer
and 2018’s SUP season kick off proper. Although there’s an arctic
blast currently hitting UK shores hopefully this’ll be the last bout
of chill and warmer conditions will soon set in.
If you’ve been hibernating for the past few months then now’s the
time to start giving your stand up gear the once over and making
sure it’s in tip top shape. Many of you will own inflatables. It’s
important to check for punctures and general wear and tear.
Likewise inspect your paddles for any hairline fractures or damage
that could result in it snapping. And don’t forget your accessory
kit, such as wetsuit, leash, buoyancy aid and fins. Every part of
your set up is important and should be given due care and
attention. Making sure all your equipment is in good working
order will ensure that first dip of the season is a fulfilling one. If
something needs replacing, do it! Don’t scrimp and try and make
do. It just isn’t worth the hassle.
Welcome to the first issue of SUP Mag UK: the voice of UK SUP, for
2018. We’re sure it’s going to be another cracking summer of
stand up and we’ll be right here with you. We hope you enjoy the
mag. Stay salty!
Tez Plavenieks, April 2018
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz. Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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McConks commentary with…

Andy McConkey
hard on the water, and off, to develop more skills, and
help others develop, but they acquire these for
personal fulfilment, and to enjoy paddling more; to
be able to take on more challenging conditions, and
spend more time on the water. Not to get certificates
or bits of paper that recognise their skills. For these
people, it’s not about being the fastest in a race, or
scoring the most waves, but being at one with the
water, and mastering the conditions and the
environment. Sport or competition, cheapens the
experience in the eyes of people like this.
There are other more occasional paddlers, maybe not
quite as dedicated to the pursuit of excellence, but
who still don’t see any reason to be a member of a
governing body. Many watersports people are by
nature at least slightly anti-establishment, and
subscribe to the Groucho Marx school of thought. i.e.
They don’t want to be a member of any club that
would have them. In the last week I’ve heard more
than one paddler proudly profess that they have zero
bits of paper that ‘permit’ them to paddle, have no
affiliations or memberships, but still give plenty of
time developing others and working on behalf of
paddlers in areas that they feel have been abandoned
by NGBs. For example, there are many people working
hard on improving access to rivers who are not a
member of any NGB, and see no reason to join.

Change is afoot. But does it really matter?
If you're hooked in with SUP gossip you will
be aware of the mighty battle that's going on
to determine which International Federation
should ‘govern’ paddleboarding. And what
the knock on impact of this might be on
National Governing Bodies.

Other frustrations we hear on the riverbank or beach
(regarding NGBs) are l
Wrong focus.
l
Poor transparency in decision making and
unclear governance.
l
Poor communication with rank and file members.
l
Poor member benefits.
l
Lack of information.

Many column inches have already been spent
discussing this, cogitating on the best outcomes for
different groups of SUPers and trying to second
guess what a decision in either direction may
mean. And there have been many heated debates
on Facebook about the relative benefits of the ‘prize’
being given to British Canoeing (BC), British
Standup Paddleboard Association (BSUPA),
Academy of Surf Instructors (ASI) and the Water
Skills Academy (WSA).

Whoever becomes the NGB will need to work really
hard to develop a range of member benefits that
appeal to everyone. It’s going to be an interesting
year in SUP, and to an outside observer, British
Canoeing appear to be making overtures to the other
NGBs, SUP associations and training organisations to
bring everyone together. The organisations need to
remember that, for most people on the ground, the
bickering and gossip is damaging all of them equally.
Whatever happens things need to change rapidly,
and become more positive. The new British Canoeing
SUP technical panel and
SUP working group appear
to be new shoots for a new
more inclusive future. I
guess we’ll know by the
end of the year whether
they worked!

British Canoeing have put together a Standup
Paddleboarding Technical Panel of SUP experts and
are just about to announce the members of the SUP
working group (this has now been done – ed). The
remit of these panels/groups is still evolving and will
adapt over time. But the fact that they exist at all is
taken by many as evidence that BC believe it will
become the NGB for the UK, although BC strongly
dispute this.
For many paddlers there is an almost ideological
aversion to being a member of a club. For them
paddling is a lifestyle, a pastime, a recreation, or a
way of getting and keeping mentally and physical
fit. The most passionate and dedicated of them work
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INFO@OSHEASURF.COM
01758 613111
WWW.OSHEASURF.COM
ALICE SUP YOGA, PHOTO BY: TOBY LE RAY

BILL
BAILEY
the calm paddler
Words: Bill Bailey
Pics: Peter Tranter, Billboards
I first got into SUP a few years ago when I was on my
way back from an Australian tour. We stopped off in Bali
and my son was getting some surf lessons, so I was
messing around on a paddleboard. It was totally the
wrong board to start on. It was a narrow race board, very
unstable and I fell off quite a bit. Luckily the water’s
warm so it was a good place to learn.
When I got back to London, I went for some lessons and this time on a much more stable board. I
was quickly up and paddling, and that was it I was hooked.
I love being on the water, there’s a sense of freedom, of tranquility you get from being outdoors,
and amongst nature. You can glide around close to wildlife without disturbing it too much, you are
usually somewhere fairly peaceful, and it’s a good workout.
I often paddle on the Thames, as it’s so close to where I live. I love how easy it is to make use of the
river with a paddleboard. Since I’ve been paddling, it’s amazing to me how many places there are to
launch from. There are so many little ramps and draw docks up the Thames and the surrounding
waterways that are perfect for getting a board in. You just have to watch the tides and plan your
paddles accordingly, but you soon get the hang of it.
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I was one of the
founders of Billboard.
I am the Bill in
Billboard!

The Thames is a busy river with lots of users
of many different kinds. There are many
rowing clubs up and down the stretch I
paddle in, so you have to watch out for
them. They are going fast and backwards!
So you have to make sure to stay out of
their way. Sometimes the wash from the
larger pleasure boats can be a problem,
especially if they are going against the tide,
but again you get used to positioning your
board straight into the waves, or else just
kneeling down till they subside.
Paddling the Thames is a way to get a
unique perspective on this ancient
waterway. You get a sense of the history of
the waterways, the old docks, and the

ramps that are visible at low tide where the
horses were led to take off the loads from
the barges. You see all manner of wildlife –
water birds, fish and recently even dolphin!
The Thames is much cleaner than it’s ever
been, and evidence of this is there’s even a
colony of seals in Teddington.
I started off with a Red Paddle 10’6’’
inflatable board, and after trying out a few
different options, I got hold of a Fanatic
carbon fibre paddle. This was a good all
purpose combo for a novice.
Now I’ve tried all kinds of different boards
and paddle combos, but the Billboard Heron,
and the glass-fibre Billboard paddle suits
me best!

I try and get out to paddle when can. On
tour in Australia and New Zealand last year
we got out on the boards quite a bit, as the
weather and water conditions were often
perfect. We paddled in a lake in Darwin in Oz
which we were assured was croc-free!
I like both. A solo paddle is a great way to
meditate on the water, without distractions,
but I also like the camaraderie of a group.
I’ve met all kinds of interesting people
paddling from Olympic athletes to
environmentalists.
I think SUP has the potential to grow even
bigger, particularly in cities as more people
realise you can keep an inflatable board at

amongst all the pleasure boats and ferries
was a little hairy, but a great experience. I’d
like to do more of these urban paddles as
you get this unique perspective on a place.
Paddling gets you up close with the history
of an old city, which usually had its origins
around the water.

home at get easy access to waterways. Also
it’s a great fun way to stay in shape for
families, and kids pick it up straight away.
I took my board on the European tour a
couple of years ago, and I think there are
some amazing paddles to be had just in
cities. Paddling across Stockholm harbour

17
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Because you’re just gliding along silently, paddle-boarding
is a brilliant way to get close to nature

I was one of the founders of Billboard. I am the Bill in
Billboard! I had just started paddling the Thames a
few years ago with Paul Hyman from Active 360 and
my friend and neighbour Soren Knutsson. Paul had
the technical know-how and a huge experience of
teaching SUP, Soren came from a design background
and I was the guinea pig, making suggestions.
I am so chuffed with the way the board has
developed. From me standing on a paper cut-out in
my office, to paddling this huge magnificent beast
of a board under the bridges of the Thames is just
brilliant. All credit to Soren who has overseen the
whole process, improving the design and checking
the manufacture, and getting the paddles, bags and
pumps made to the highest spec. It looks very cool.
And Paul is on boards all the time providing the indepth technical expertise. It’s a brilliant board which
I love being on.
After the first prototype we made a few changes.
The rear of the board was tapered more to give
better tracking and also to bring down the weight a
little. The fin is a little larger and better shaped and
the carry handles were firmed up to be more
comfortable. There’s now a pressure release valve in
case you’re paddling in the tropics and the air in the
board expands too much.
Because you’re just gliding along silently, paddleboarding is a brilliant way to get close to nature. It’s
easier to see birds and other wildlife when you’re
hardly making a sound. When I was out paddling
the Brent River with Soren, I saw a kingfisher fly
right in front of me. This was the first time I’ve seen
that in all the years I’ve been in London, and I’m
sure that was down to the board’s stealth!
I think the Big Ben Challenge is a fantastic idea.
Paddling through the heart of London is a truly
wonderful experience. I hope this leads to a new
approach to the Thames, where it can be opened up
more for recreation and watersport. It is such a
brilliant resource and I think at the moment it’s
being underused. Paul Hyman and Active 360 have
been running events on the Thames for years, and at
the same time highlighting the problems of plastic
pollution, so the more profile these events get, the
more the river can be improved for all users. The
future is SUP!
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SUPtastic Scotland with…

Steve Williams
paddle now and again. But regular surfing is
definitely king. The majority will take the surfboard
first and leave the SUP for smaller days.
In the summer it is fair to say the number of
paddlers out in the surf rises a wee bit (along with
more iSUPS) but I rarely see them the following
year and not many make the move from iSUPS to
hard surfing boards.
It got me thinking why are more folks not turning to
SUP surfing in Scotland? Maybe the cost, maybe it
ain’t cool for younger folks or maybe because they
will be greatly outnumbered by surfers on
longboards and shortboards? It might just be that
we have a very different scene up here. In Scotland
we seem to be years behind, but not in a bad way.
We are slightly untouched and not seen as a
commercial opportunity by the big players.

Steve Williams, SUP surfer in East
Lothian, Scotland, gives his view on
Scottish SUPing.
‘Tell them Scotland is cold and miserable, full
of bad vibes, has killer seals and the water
gives you the skits.’ That’s the message one
of my SUP surfing pals suggested I give SUP
Mag UK when I was asked to contribute an
article about the scene in Scotland.

We have no race scene (as such), SUP surfing comps
are very low key and the big SUP companies appear
to have no interest at all in venturing past Hadrian’s
Wall – or so it would seem. And that led me to
thinking that, as a SUP surfer, how good that
appears to be. We can have our cake and eat it; do
our own thing without key breaks getting busier.
So what is big when it comes to SUP and Scotland?
Whilst I don’t have any handle on the numbers,
touring and short trips on lochs or sheltered coastal
routes appears to be the big thing. Stunning
scenery and an abundance of inland and coastal
waters to choose from can make SUPing in Scotland
a total adventure on every scale. Whilst it isn’t my
bag personally, you can see the growth potential in
that market.
People seem to just get on with it and generally
quietly. So far we’re largely going unnoticed in the big
political rows going on down south and
internationally on who runs SUP. To date I’ve not seen
anything that will represent the picture up in
Scotland. My reading of it is that Scots don’t want to
be ‘governed’ by any UK or British badged
organisation. It needs to have a kilt on it to be
listened to but maybe we don’t really care either way?

I did laugh, especially as that’s probably the same
message that a plethora of fellow surfers would tell
me too. But the reason for that is simple: the Scots,
just like anywhere else really, are rightly protective
about their surfing spots. We like it that way. Who
wouldn’t want to keep uncrowded breaks off the
mainstream radar of the weekend warrior? However,
saying all that, SUP surfing is still very small up in
Scotland from what I can see and we are living
peacefully with our surfing brethren.

Things are very loose here – folk do their own thing
and things will happen when folks want it to
happen. Simple as that.

After a few years on surfboards and a dodgy back, I
opted for SUP surfing. I’ve been at it for about six
years or so now and can still count on one hand the
SUP regulars in my area who are out come rain,
shine or snow. Speaking to others further north in
Aberdeen and Fraserburgh, there is definitely a
hardcore of SUP surfers there who take to the
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MAKING THE
JOURNEY
EFFORTLESS
—
Glide to new destinations with the Ray Air;
designed to go the distance effortlessly and
create journeys to remember. Easy to transport,
this board is rigid, strong and light. Available in
two high quality constructions it combines both
stability and flow. It’s a first class ticket.

RIDERS VALENTIN ILLICHMANN, PAULINA HERPEL
PHOTO DAN PETERMANN

WWW.FANATIC.COM/SUP
K66 UK LTD, T 01903 230577,, SALES@K-66.COM, W W W.K-66.COM
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The French connection –
behind the brand with Redwoodpaddle’s

Chris Defrance

Interview: SUPM
Pics: Felix Blackauville
Redwoodpaddle have been around since 2007 and steadily building their UK
reputation. Here at SUPM we’ve been fortunate enough to try and use a
variety of the brand’s gear. With French and British connections RWP are very
much a trans-European company so we decided to tap the guys up for this
issue’s Behind the Brand feature. Head honcho Chris Defrance takes over…
When did you first come across stand up paddle boarding? Did you think it looked cool?
Honestly, I don’t remember the first time I saw stand up paddle boarding, but it was 11 years ago that I made my first SUP board
and paddle.

Where did you first learn to SUP?
Besides me there was no one else in my area practicing SUP so I learnt on my own with a home made 12’ board and wooden
paddle. As soon as the board and paddle were finished I was in the water.
23
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Got any fond memories of your
time stand up paddling so far?

What appealed about the
concept?

I only have good memories of paddling. It’s
my life, it’s what I love to do. If I don’t get
out on the water regularly I start to crack
up, so for me every session is special,
although I do have a preference for SUP
surf and river descents, that’s where I’ve
had my best experiences.

Right from the start I decided to sell RWP
products direct, which keeps the end price
to the customer as low as possible. The
regular contact we have with our customers
is really important as well. I believe they’re
reassured by the fact the boards are
designed in-house... and the logo, the
designs, the shapes, the construction that’s all part of the RWP concept.

Who are your SUP heroes?
Perhaps the sea. I don’t really have any SUP
heroes, I watch a lot of SUP and surf videos,
I read the magazines and I believe there
are people who really help the sport evolve,
but they’re not necessarily the ones in the
limelight.

What about land based
activities – anything that gets
you frothing like a silky
offshore wave or flat water
glass?
When I’m not in the water I really enjoy art,
design, beautiful things and any adrenaline
sports that get the heart pumping.

Tell us about Redwoodpaddle’s
history – how did the company
come about?
It all started in my garage. I had some surf
shops in the South of France, back then it
was complicated and expensive to get hold of
SUP gear, so I started making my own boards
and paddles, then my friends got interested
and placed some orders. The timing was
good, because I’d just sold a chain of
boardsports shops, which freed me up to
work on a new project. I made everything by
hand just like my windsurf boards back in
the late 80s / early 90s. Basically, I start off
by making things for me and then
Redwoodpaddle. It keeps life flexible and
interesting, no two days are the same.

Was it tricky getting a SUP
company off the ground in the
early days?

production. It’s all about the pleasure I get
from doing this, and of course sharing that
pleasure with others.

Going back 10 years the answer is yes and
no. Yes it was tricky because no one
understood what I wanted to do, the sport
was entirely new, I had to explain to potential
customers what a SUP board was, whereas
now more or less everyone knows. Eventually
the brand started to find its feet and grow.
The first year we sold around 100 boards,
now we’re selling several thousand boards
each year, but of course it’s no longer just me
working on my own in my garage.

What’s been key to
Redwoodpaddle’s success
within SUP?
I think it’s the sincerity we bring to what we
do. We genuinely enjoy making and selling
quality SUP equipment. It's a simple recipe
for success, but it works!

In terms of change, how’s the
sport moved on? Is it easier to
sell SUP gear nowadays?

Talk us through your day to day
responsibilities – is it all
paddling, testing, shaping,
paddling or do you have to do
some work occasionally?

I wouldn’t say it’s easier to sell our products
now compared to the past, but we are
growing all the time and the market
continues to change and evolve. For me,
the most important thing is to stay
engaged with everything that’s going on in
the world of SUP and not just stand still.
The day that I do stand still it will definitely
be time to move onto the next project!

The simple answer is I love what I do.
There’s not a day that goes by where I don’t
think about what I’m going to make next; a
new shape, a design, a fin, a wetsuit, a foil...
I start off by making “toys” for myself,
testing them and then putting them into

Where did the idea for creating
a range of SUP products come
from?
Again it all started with making boards and
paddles in my garage for my friends, and
then seeing people’s interest when I came
out of the sea with my 12’ SUP I said to
myself why not create a French SUP brand.

Why Redwood Paddle? Where
did the name come from?
The brand name comes from the Redwood
Cedar I used in my first batch of homemade paddles, and I’ve also been a big fan
of the Red Hot Chilli Peppers since they first
appeared on the music scene.
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Why do you think inflatables
are more popular than hard
boards in the UK?
It’s exactly the same here in France. People
prefer inflatables simply because they’re
easier to store and transport. However, if
20% of those customers really like the
sport, from our experience, they will buy a
hard board further down the line, so there’s
still plenty of time for the market to evolve
and for the sales of inflatables and hard
boards to even out.

Is the air board fixation a good
thing? How do we steer paddlers
towards hard boards and, in
fact, should we?
If someone comes into our showroom in
Perpignan and their main aim is to SUP surf,
then of course we’re going to explain that
choosing an inflatable isn't necessarily the
right choice. In order to progress, to really
learn to surf, a hard board is a much better
option. We’re there to educate people based
on our own experience of this relatively new
sport, so yes if an inflatable is going to limit
their enjoyment of this sport we will
encourage them to go for a hard board.

What’s the plan for 2018?
Which areas will RWP focus on
the most?
At Redwoodpaddle we’re bringing out new
products all the time. At the moment the foil
is something I’m really enjoying, but
personally my greatest passion is continuing
to design, shape and build better and better
SUP surf longboards. At RWP we’re all
inspired by and passionate about surf culture
so that feeds into everything we do.

Tell us about how you’re
developing the RWP brand
moving forwards. What about
further plans to evolve,
technologically or otherwise.
I draw inspiration from everything that I see
around me and that gives me a continual
source of new ideas and energy to do what I
do. I also get a lot of inspiration from other
sports like mountain biking, snowboarding,
and of course surfing, so my ideas pretty
much evolve on their own.

What’s your most popular piece
of equipment?
In the summer it’s the Funbox 10’ air SUP
and in the winter my board of choice is the
8’6 Source Pro.
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Give us your thoughts on SUP
kit in general.

We’re there to educate people based on our
own experience of this relatively new sport, so
yes if an inflatable is going to limit their
enjoyment of this sport we will encourage
them to go for a hard board.

Right now there is a bit of a race to the
bottom in terms of price, but watch out for
the quality of the materials used! There are
simply too many low quality products on
the market right now, and more and more
SUP brands are being created by people who
have no interest in the sport, which is never
a good mix.

What about the SUP industry at
large – what could be done
better/differently or changed in
some way?

thought I was a loser because I didn’t like
running behind a ball, then a few years later
he came to see me to ask if I would make
him a windsurf board!

In my opinion the SUP industry is what it is
and it’s up to us to adapt and educate people.

Where are we as a ‘sport’ do you
think? Many (in the UK at least)
wouldn’t label SUP as such. Do
you think this is a good thing
or not?

How do you think SUP should be
marketed to the masses?
I think it’s already the case in France as well
as many other countries, SUP boards being
sold to the masses in supermarkets and such.
I actually don’t have a problem with this,
that’s just the way it is. A certain number will
stick with the sport and eventually look for
better quality equipment.

All the sports I’ve enjoyed over the years
have fallen into this category; windsurfing,
surfing, skateboarding, snowboarding...
When I was at school my sports teacher
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I really enjoy foil
boarding on the
Minimal, but
when the waves
are bigger and
better, then out
comes my 10’
Spoon SUP

What area do you think has the
biggest growth moving
forwards, and why?

Give us your thoughts on the
whole SUP foiling thing – good
or bad idea?

I’d have to say inflatable boards, simply
because they make the sport accessible to
everyone. They’re easy, fun and not too
expensive.

If you try foiling, you will know the answer
straight away. The sensation of foiling
changes all the time depending on the
conditions around you. I love that, but for
me it remains an add-on to SUP, it doesn’t
replace it. When we get small wave
conditions, I really enjoy foil boarding on
the Minimal, but when the waves are bigger
and better, then out comes my 10’ Spoon
SUP longboard every time.

Any comment on SUP and the
Olympics?
I don’t watch any sport on the TV, nor the
Olympics. I prefer to be out on the water.

Do you see foil riders increasing
in numbers?
Yes, I think that people who already have a
good SUP level will try it and like it.

Got any burning SUP ambitions
outside of your normal routine?
In my world everything is burning and I
don’t have any routine.

Any final thoughts on SUP or
Redwoodpaddle?
Enjoy every moment when you’re in the
water and you will have plenty of good vibes
to share when you come back onto dry land.

Shouts and thanks?
Thank you to everyone who has supported
RWP over the years and made this such an
excellent adventure, and of course the best
is yet to come.
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ICELAND:
A
MYSTICAL
WORDS & PICS: MANUELA JUNGO
There are only a
few places left in
this world that
are still as raw
and untouched
as the beautiful
Nordic country of
Iceland.
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SUP DESTINATION
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As soon as I touched ground in Iceland, I
realised that this trip was going to be
amazing. The people are very friendly and
everything is well organised. I had a long
list of things I wanted to do and see, so I
planned to get busy straight away.
I had high expectations for the trip but certainly wasn’t disappointed. The mystical
environment and magical landscapes were overwhelming to see in person.
As well as all the hiking to waterfalls and scenic places, I found a vast number of
places to unpack my inflatable SUP and go for a paddle. Whether paddling
alongside dramatic glaciers in emerald green water or paddling along fjords, rivers
and waterfalls, Iceland is the ideal place for any paddler with a spirit for adventure.
If you’ve never been to Iceland, or even considered it for stand up paddle boarding,
then my advice is to get on a plane and visit. You won’t be disappointed, as you can
see from the photos.
With still so many untouched and wild places on this Earth, just begging you to go
for a paddle and discover these paradisiacal spots for yourself, Iceland sits as one
of my top SUP destinations and locations in general. If you’re still yet to be
convinced then go check it out for yourself, you’ll be glad you did.
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Getting salty with

Crossing to Puffin Island
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Having worked professionally around the Anglesey coastline from a sea kayak for the
last ten years I have an intimate relationship and love for the island. Exploring the
island from a stand up paddleboard over the last 12 months has been fun, exciting and
rewarding. Here’s what I’ve learnt/discovered.

Words & pics: Roger Chandler
Puffin Island
We took the last 90 minutes of the ebb tide out
along the southern side of the island. There was a
light north-easterly breeze and this gently
impacted the ebb tide, off the far end. Yep, wind
against tide and some excitement! Turning and
now on the northern side, with a gentle breeze on my back, there was a
different sea state and initial challenge. It took me three swims to get a
feel for the change in swell and how best to work with it. We headed
back across the sound, which was now close to slack and back up along
the Menai Straits.
Puffin Island on the east coast of Anglesey is a magic spot and my first Anglesey SUP with moving water away from
the shelter of a bank on either side. Across the sound is 1km and on a spring tide the current can reach four knots.
It’s not surprising that it’s the Coastguard’s hot spot. It looks so close, with many birds taking to the air and water,
seals galore and the occasional porpoise and even dolphins. What’s not to like?
The above was over a year ago now and with each paddle I have been given a fresh focus to work with and then back
to the Swellies. To groove in and develop a more intuitive feel.
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The Swellies
This was my first training venue (the area of
water between Britannia and Menai Bridge).
Why The Swellies? Easy to access,
contained with a bank either side (like a
river but salty), fairly quiet with few to zero
other users and what I felt was a really good
way to fast track my skills. The venue
pushed my balance, thinking and reactions.
It’s great for developing eddy turns, running
down flow and working back up against flow.
This is what I knew I would find on many
coastal paddles and I needed to be able to
manage what I may face.

The Stacks
Almost every sea kayaker’s dream paddle is
The Stacks. On the west coast of Holy Island,
Anglesey, with strong tidal flow, committing
coastline and big cliffs. June 19th, 2017,
was a perfect day and I was keen for an
evening SUP. I had talked with Sonja about
the possibility and likelihood. I had my
paddle board in the back of the van, ready
and by 1630 it was a go!
We got on at Solder’s Point and ran down
through North Stack, with about 45 minutes
into the ebb. A light north wind was across
me and as I turned for South Stack it was
now on my back. Yay, I was chuffed with the
first crux and headed on. At South Stack I
went for Annie’s Arch (the gap between the
island and the mainland) as the flood was
still against us. The wind was now
freshening and assisted me further across
the bay and past Penrhyn Mawr. Just Mini
Mawr to deal with now. Thankfully she was
sleeping and we headed on for Porth
Dafarch, 12km and 2.5 hours away.

The Swellies
Solder’s point with Sonja – the Stacks

Cemlyn to Porth Eilian
Late August and with the feeling that
Menorca was approaching fast, and I’d
spent a lot of time sitting down sea
kayaking, I needed to get out and put some
distance down on my paddle board.
Westerly light wind and 0.5 metre swell, the
north coast had an attraction. Twenty
minutes after leaving Cemlyn I saw a
dolphin, then another – there were soon 1520 Risso Dolphins clearly feeding and
cruising along the coast. What a start!
My legs were soon working and it all felt new
to me again. I locked up, I was rigid and I
had to work hard to stay on the board. We
crossed Cemaes Bay and on towards Middle
Mouse. There was some rest in the tide here,
yet further on I could see the surface of the
sea beginning to boil again. I kept out,
enjoying the vision the additional height
standing up gave me. Crossing Hells Mouth
and then into Porth Wen, also known as the
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The Brickworks

South Stack

https://goo.gl/maps/EFX3CVQhfMT2
Menai Bridge

sessions forward paddling on Llyn Padarn,
where the water was calm, and I could take
time to focus on the stroke.

Brick Works for lunch and a welcomed
break. The sun was out and it was an idyllic
day. Bull Bay, East Mouse, with some more
chop and then into Porth Eilian, to finish.

I then took this back to the Menai Straits for
a couple of 18km paddles and then a further
time on Llyn Padarn on a windier day with
paddling into, across and downwind.

Learning
It was the video clip from the above paddle
that really helped me to learn. What I was
doing or not doing effectively in my forward
stroke. I looked tense and only using my
arms. Evenings were now spent reading and
watching further YouTube clips on effective
paddle board forward paddling. Connor
Baxter’s use of legs made so much sense, as
this is a central and key element of effective
forward paddling in a sea kayak. A couple of
37
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The Skerries
An island off the north-west of Anglesey
with strong tidal streams running past it.
January 11, 2018, was a neap tide and the
wind was a light F2-3 and due to drop. The
swell was bigger than I wanted at 0.8 metre
and there was a significant fetch, which
meant there would be more energy in the
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I saw a dolphin,
then another –
there were soon
15-20 Risso
Dolphins clearly
feeding and
cruising along
the coast

South side of Puffin Island
back up again. Just under the hour to the
Skerries and then with 45 minutes for lunch
before setting out back to Cemlyn. Ninety
minutes on the way back, another swim and
a few board drops. My legs were really tired
now so I decided to paddle on my knees for
ten minutes. I paddled back into Cemlyn,
called up the coastguard to say I was back
safe, loaded my van and sat down to a
welcomed flask of hot chocolate.

swell. I wondered how I would do, as it was
the biggest swell that I would have paddled
in. I was happy to give it a go.
I took the last 90 minutes of the ebb and
made great progress. I was working hard
and north of West Mouse the sea got more
confused and I took a dip. In some ways it
was a welcomed one as I was overheating! I
paddled on my knees for five minutes to get
through the rougher section and then I was

Roger runs www.coastalspirit.com a
specialist sea kayaking company and
can be followed via his blog and social
media:
https://twitter.com/CoastalSpirit
www.facebook.com/CoastalSpirit.
Anglesey
www.coastalspirit.com/blog/03717f54
e309592b09737869014c8294

Summary
Moving away from the shore can be very rewarding, challenging and exciting. These
following points I feel is what we can control as we begin to SUP on the sea:
l
Choose a neap tide day – approx. 50% less speed than on a spring tide.
l
Understand how to use tidal constants. Create a tidal plan with either the rule of thirds or
50/90 rule, so there is an understanding when maximum flow is likely.
l
Understand the impact of swell, current and wind and how this may affect the paddle plan.
l
Get familiar with forecasts that provide information on wind (strength and direction),
swell (height, direction and period) such as www.windguru.cz; www.windfinder.com and
the bigger picture to small www.windy.com
l
Practice falling off, getting back on and paddling on your knees in chop and swell.
l
Find the conditions inland on a lake or reservoir that you’re likely to get on the sea and
work those skills.
l
Have a good SUP team at similar ability or a sea kayak buddy who is very happy in the
conditions, you’re going to encounter and bigger!
l
Walk the paddle plan if conditions are not ideal, so time is well spent.
l
Phone your trip plan into the Coastguard, as they are only beginning to see
paddleboards out along the coastline and offshore.
l
Carry various accessible methods of summoning help and be familiar with their use!
l
Listen to your gut, if you’re not happy, get off the water. Remember it’s about having fun
out there!
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MORE
BOARD
TIME

ARCTIC –THE
OCEAN

Words: Kari Schibevaag
Pics: RRD

Everyone’s heading to colder climes apparently. Lofoten, Norway, in
particular is becoming popular for SUP, as well as other ocean sports. Read
on to find out why.

The mountains are tall and steep, the beaches are covered with white sand and
surrounded by crystal-clear water. There are no people around and you know
there is a real chance you can paddle all alone at this crazy beautiful nature
spot. The northern wind blows and you have the view all to yourself. This is how
it used to be. Things have changed this season.
Why has the Arctic suddenly become so popular? Is it the mind-blowing images
people see on Instagram and Facebook that suddenly made the Arctic a part of
everybody’s bucket list? Before, everybody went to Caribbean and other exotic
and warm places with palm trees. Have people seen pictures from the Arctic and
thought, “I want to see this for myself?” SUP at that beach, hang from that rock,
camp on that mountain and swim in the Arctic Ocean. Instagram and Facebook
have put the small places on the world map
and made them more popular.
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PLACE
TO
BE
LIFE NORTH OF THE EQUATOR
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For me, the Arctic is the most beautiful place to be. It has
everything I love. All kinds of weather, crazy conditions,
beautiful nature to play in. I can do everything I want. But it
is changing so fast.
When I came to Lofoten for the first time, it was not a
mission for people to travel up north to kite. I remember
some guys from Oslo asked me, “What are you doing up
there? Why do you want to be up in the cold?” They laughed
at me. Now they are taking their holidays up north and it´s
my time to smile and give them a thumbs up.
I know why I am so in love with this place. The mountains,
the beaches and all the weather we get. Every day is a
surprise. You never know what you will end up with. Even if
the forecast says something, you cannot trust it. You can
plan as much as you like, but in the end, the weather can do
something completely different. You just have to put on the
right clothes and decide to do it anyway.
Lofoten is an archipelago of islands and there are so many
places to paddle in all directions. The best one is Flakstad,
but I have been testing loads of places and you can certainly
find good spots all over. This is what makes it so nice. You
simply jump in.
It is cool to see the changes we got up here. People ask me
when to go, but this is really just a question about what you
want. We have four seasons and they are all super nice. They
all have something special about them.
Summer has the midnight sun and beautiful colours all
night long. Sometimes there are days with over 20 degrees,
but normally it is around 13 degrees in the summer. You can
camp and SUP 24/7 if conditions allow. The outer islands is
where the beaches are, just a tip if you decide to go.
Autumn has nice days and there are less people around. It
has beautiful hues and the Northern Lights dance across the
sky. You still have long days, but it is getting darker in the
evenings. You can hike and find berries and the water
temperature is a bit warmer.
Winter has nice light midday. It is like a sunset for some
hours. In the night, the Northern Lights will amaze you when
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it puts on its magical show in the sky. To do SUP, kiting and
surfing in these conditions is just a crazy experience. The snow
is coming and you can snow-kite in the mountains or on the
ocean. Normally winter comes with good wind and waves. It is
a special feeling to stay in the water when there is snow
surrounding you.
Spring lets you ski and kite in the mountains. Longer days and
also some Northern Lights can be seen in the sky. The colours
are a little brown after the winter, but it is a beautiful quiet
time in Lofoten. It gets warmer. It is not easy to find open
camping sites this time of year, but you have a better chance
to get a place to stay or free camp.
The best thing about Lofoten and the north of Norway is that
there are so many places to stand up paddle, kit and immerse
yourself in the ocean. You can hike around and find beaches on
the other side of the mountain you did not know existed and
they will be perfect. If you are lucky, you can find nice
lagoons. This is what makes it so special to me. New spots, new
views and new experiences. It is what I love about the ocean
life in the Arctic.
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* Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for
only £100 (RRP £149.00)
* Pro versions available with Carbon rails and
Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser

ISUP

£799.00

£499.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

10'x30"x4"
Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

TALLSHIPS
The scerenity of paddleboarding
in the Scottish islands

Story: Paul Hyman
In January 2015, Stefan Fritz called to discuss linking up
paddleboarding and tallship sailing. His offer was quite unique and too
good to miss. Using a tallship as a base just like 19th century explorers
did to reach remote places. Then once there, explore on foot – or in our
case: paddleboards.
A week later went to see his ship, The Lady
of Avenel, in dock in Malden on the Essex
coast – it was love at first sight. The Lady is
a stunning brigantine (a two-masted sailing
ship with a square-rigged foremast and a
mainmast rigged fore and aft). She has
plenty of space on deck to tie down kit and
ample cabin space for a group of 12 plus
ships crew. She was not built as a tallship
and started life as a tug which is hard to
believe as she sails and looks so well. She is
also near impossible to capsize with so
much ship below the waterline as she was
designed to take huge tug engines.
We ran our first trip in September 2015
with a second trip in summer 2017. We
sailed from Oban on the west coast to
stunning islands on the Inner Hebrides
and paddled for miles every day. We
learned about tallship sailing and got
involved in the running of the ship. We
hung out on the rigging, in the crows nest
and on the bowsprit (great places to rest

and read and take in the sea and the island
scenery). We always slept soundly for 8+
hours and with extra sleep and rest always
possible while under sail. The Lady has a
large, comfortable and warm deck room
with bench seating and there is no
pressure to crew – although help is always
welcome. With limited wi-fi and phone
signal, being in the Hebrides is an
opportunity to partially or even fully
escape the digital world and to read, relax
and talk to others on the trip.
The Hebridian Islands are perfect for
getting around by SUP. An archipelago of
islands each with its own unique character
and scenery. There are villages here and
there, deserted beaches and castles. Also
paces like Iona where the history of the
British Isles was partly shaped. It would be
difficult to exaggerate how wild and
beautiful this area is and how exotic it
feels to city dwellers.
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Coastal Skills and
Knowledge course

The next trips starts on
1st July 2018.
More info on
www.active360.co.uk/
lady-of-avenel-tallship-holiday.htm

This year we plan to go back in early July
and have some new additions to the trip.
Just paddling around the Hebrides increases
your skill and experience levels because the
waters are so varied. So we though it would
be good to add some optional structured
teaching in and learn about coastal
navigation from a very experienced mariner.
The new Coastal Skills and Knowledge
course will provide this for anyone looking
to be a better coastal paddler. Also we plan
to take a marine biologist along to learn
more about the natural history of the
islands and how they are like everywhere
starting to be affected by marine plastic
pollution. We will photograph and geo map
this on several beaches.

We did a few expeditions between sea lochs,
which involved portages of several kilometres.
This was easy to manage with empty roads
and tracks and no deadlines to meet.

Although we are going there to paddle there
are always options to do other things like
mountain biking, fishing, walking and
trying out some of the local whisky along
the way. The itinerary is never fixed as wind
speed and direction are the deciding factors
but this year Skye is in our sights and one
day the weather window might just work for
a trip out to St Kilda – the most westerly
Hebridean Island out in the north Atlantic.

The weather on both trips was as usual in
Scotland varied – but never cold or raining
for long. We ran downwind with the ship
following under full sail towards Fingal’s
Cave under the towering basalt cliffs on
Staffa. We paddled with seals and sailed
with dolphins, fished for mackerel and
gathered mussels for dinner.
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London Crossing SUP race
The London Crossing will start at Putney and finish near Shadwell Basin A
DISTANCE OF  KM. It’s the first SUP race right through London. Racers will get
to see many of London’s historical sites including the Eye, St Pauls, the Shard
and the Tower from the river.

Big Ben Challenge

The Big Ben Challenge will also be taking place on September 23, 2018. Participants
start at Putney Embankment (where the famous Oxford v Cambridge Boat Race
starts) and SUP to Big Ben and back. It’s a 20 km round trip (non racing) event
open to more than 200 experienced and confident SUP paddlers.
https://www.webscorer.com/register?raceid=129223

Pick
on
Story: Paul Hyman
A recent Facebook post on a SUP forum page opened up some interesting
discussion. The writer talked about how he was fed up with seeing images
of people picking up plastic on paddleboards and noted that most
canoeists don’t feel the need to do this – so why should paddle boarders?
He seemed irritated by the images and felt the people involved were attention seekers. The
post was met with a stream of mainly hostile responses, a few were in support of the author
and others seemed confused about what was being said but felt the need to try to contribute
something clever. It was taken down by the forum’s admin within a day before the subject
could be fully explored but usefully it opened up a discussion which brushed on the value (or
not) of clearing plastic on paddleboards.
A few months back I made some notes on this for some work Active360 were doing at the
time for our Plastic Ocean Festival and these are set out below. Whether this is all worth
getting involved with depends on whether you care much about the environment your sport
takes place in. If you’re quite happy to have plastic bottles on the beaches and riverbanks
where you participate, with plastic bags hanging from the trees, then maybe you can ignore
what’s happening and trust big business and politicians to sort it all out for you in due
course. You can always travel further afield to avoid it. There are places around the world and
even a few in the UK, where you won’t find more than a few plastic bottles, bags, sweet
wrappers, fish net, etc. Iceland, east Greenland, parts of Slovenia and Sardinia are some of
the almost plastic trash free places I’ve paddled in recent years – but others including
Morocco, India, Thailand, Myanmar all have quite severe plastic pollution, indeed almost
anywhere close to a significant population.
The rate of single use plastic pollution is increasing though, so many of those remaining
clean beaches, lakes and rivers may not look so good in a few years. Meanwhile there’s a
growing awareness that plastic is getting into the food chain through marine pollution, so
you may want to avoid shellfish, flatfish and other types of fish (which have been found to
ingest micro plastics). For now scientists are not sure about the long-term impacts on
human health yet. However, they are quite sure it’s damaging many forms of marine life
including dolphins, whales, seals, as well as many further down the food chain. So if you
want these animals to have a future you may want to take a stand.
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So what can I do about
plastic pollution?
It’s easy to feel powerless about this. So much
in the news lately and just taking a walk
along the canals or rivers in London and
almost any big city around the world brings
you into contact with the reality of what’s
happening. In 2016 and 2017, I was shocked
to see plastic trash in the River Arno running
though Florence, shredded plastic bags in
trees along quiet remote parts of the Lubjiano
and Socha Rivers in Slovenia and in the
Hebridian Archipelago. Of course these are
still beautiful places, as is the Thames but for
how long if nothing changes?
Clean ups from paddleboards and canoes,
like beach clean ups seem a good way to
make a difference and can be fun to take part
in but it’s a risky business. What if these just
hide the extent of problem and delay lasting
solutions? Most people who have read
anything much on the subject know that the
real solutions involve turning back the tide of
plastic ‘upstream’. This is reducing the
amount of over-packaged food on
supermarket shelves and over-packaging of
goods generally and using packaging other
than plastic and more reusable containers.
Downstream solutions can also help – like
making sure bins on riverside areas are
seldom if ever allowed to overflow and
stopping sale of single use plastic food
packaging on or near to waterside areas.
Local councils and the Canal and Rivers Trust
are responsible for providing and emptying
these but clearly they don’t see a waterside
bin as a higher priority than any other bin.
But what’s the point clearing of up plastic
trash from rivers? On its own it’s a pointless
exercise in most urban areas. Usually within
days or at best a few weeks, one pile of trash is
replaced by the next lot. However, if combined
with education about the extent of the
problem and engagement in ideas for helping
to develop long-term solutions and political
activism, it can perhaps be much more useful.
The Plastic Ocean Festival we ran in 2017
aimed to introduce participants to the
extent of the problem locally by getting
them along to a plastic clean up on water.
They were also given opportunities to watch
the film, A Plastic Ocean, or others on
marine plastic pollution. Ideas for changing
their own behaviour to reduce their reliance
on single use plastic were also provided and
plastic trash collected was counted and
categorised using the methodology
developed by Thames21.
The main value must be to raise awareness of
the problem and encourage more people to
53
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take action. This can be passive action like
signing petitions to introduce a plastic bottle
deposit scheme. Also some people can be
encouraged and enabled through support to
take on projects. For example pressing their
local council or the Canal and Rivers Trust to
provide more and/or bigger river/canalside
bins and empty them more frequently.
Also requesting local pub chains to stop
giving out straws and plastic glasses or at
least ensure these don’t reach waterside.
Supermarkets can be persuaded to reduce
packaging by consumers rejecting anything
over-packaged but also by group protests,
petitions and social media campaigns,
which bring damaging PR.
Paddle boarders are in a good position to
help to bring about change as our sport is
quite visually striking and still new enough
to attract attention so we can make use of
those characteristics. Also we see the
problem first-hand and we can introduce
others so that more people see what’s
happening to the rivers and oceans we love.
However, people should never feel pressured
to get involved. SUP is not all about marine
plastic pollution – it’s much wider than that
and most of us go out to enjoy the natural
environment and the fun and excitement of
being out in open and challenging waters.
So get involved if you feel you can and
would like to contribute but there’s no need
to feel bad if this is not your thing.

A change in the air
This year there is big change in the air with
interest in marine plastic pollution rapidly
gaining pace than with any other
environmental issue. The huge success of
Blue Planet last autumn gave the issue a big
push and built on the head of steam already
there from the work of many scientists and
activists over more than a decade. Events
like Glastonbury are announcing their
intention to be plastic free in 2019 and any
event not changing radically is likely to be
labelled as a ‘trashfest’ and may suffer
some degree of boycott or protest.
On the kayaking front, Andrew ‘Jacko’
Jackson, the man behind the Hurley Classic, a
whitewater kayaking event, which has run for
several decades on Hurley Weir, took a big
stand on plastic pollution this year. That
meant no plastic bottled water, reusable
coffee cups and water bottles on sale with
free water refills and food sold in compostable
containers. There was also a clean up event in
kayaks and on paddleboards. Change really is
in the air and paddle boarders have led the
way on this for years, so it’s something we
can be proud of.
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Photographer profile
Here at SUPM we’re huge fans of those
committed individuals who document
the sport of SUP. In the past we’ve
featured photographers, many of whom
do it for the sheer love, and we’re not ones
to break tradition. With that in my mind
we’d like to introduce Mike Owens who’s
another passionate snapper with a
penchant for salty H2O.
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Tell us when you first got into photography.
About 10 years ago I suffered a serious neck injury in a mountain biking accident. My
neck required surgery involving nuts bolts and plates. Convalescence was a nightmare,
no adrenaline fuelled sports for many, many months. I’ve always been quite artistic and
so I chose photography and found I quite liked it and soon got hooked!

What was your first camera set up?
Canon 350D 8Mp with an 18-55mm lens - a huge step up from my 2Mp point and shoot.

And today, what are you using and why?
Today, I use a Canon 5d Mk3 DSLR – at 22Mp it gives me exceptional image quality even
in poor light. It also gives me 6 frames per second and HD video capability. My backup is
a Canon 7D Mk2 (20 Mp). I use a wide range of Canon Pro lenses giving me the ability to
shoot any scenario.
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How do you go about
capturing that killer image?
I’m a firm believer that you make your
own luck! Whilst rockin’ up to a beach
and start shooting often can yield some
exciting photography I find this approach
does rely on luck! My usual approach is
to discuss in advance what riders want
from their photo session, perhaps what
moves they specifically want to see, and
then we hatch a plan – this is especially
true if direct communication with the
rider is not possible. Rider position in
relation to the natural light and distance
from the camera can be particularly
important. If I’m shooting an
inexperienced rider I will encourage them
to exaggerate their body position to give
a more dynamic outcome.

Is there a particular kind of
shot that you aim for or are
you more organic when
shooting?

What subject (besides SUP)
do you like to photograph
and why?
I also shoot windsurfing, kitesurfing and
portraiture. As a windsurfer of 25+ years
experience riding alongside kitesurfers I
find my exposure to both sports enables me
to capture the best moves the riders have to
offer because (mostly) I call tell what’s
coming. The other reason is I get to shoot
SUP/windsurf/kitesurf in my local area.

It’s great to concentrate on a specific move
but inevitably you’re going to see a wide
range of scenarios during the session so I
like to shoot them all and let the rider
choose what they like. In my opinion it’s
essential to show the essence of any sport I
am photographing. You know ... the skill
and technique of the waterman, dynamic
shots that show cool transitions? My
current favourite is a highly focused gritty
determined rider pulling hard on a paddle
which is seriously bending under the
pressure. If I have time I like to be a little
artistic with slow shutter speeds which
show the movement rather than freezing it.

Any special place you like
heading for a camera
session?
I really like to shoot at Gwithian,
Cornwall, and also a few spots in
Pembrokeshire like Newgale (Niwgwl). As
a professional photographer I can now
choose my time and location to suit the
conditions and so I’m really excited
about that. I also intend to get further
afield in 2018 – Kimmeridge is on my list.

For 2018 I’m looking to use a boat to
shoot from and also want to get a
waterproof housing so I can shoot from
the water. This should definitely help
awesomise my watersports photography.
I will also be investing heavily in some
anti-sea sick tabs too LOL!
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What makes a killer stand
up paddle boarding shot?
For me the killer shot involves an agile
and focused rider executing a dynamic
manoeuvre on a sizable wave with sea
spray and great light. Or, the VERY
determined racer where you can see the
physical stresses on the equipment and
the rider. I love to shoot both.

Is it hard to convey the
mood of a SUP shot?
Sometimes paddling can be
tranquil whereas at other
times (during surfing for
instance) the action can be
hectic. How do you set up for
each scenario?
I find ambient lighting can help
enormously in setting the mood for a shot
(if you have the luxury of waiting for the
right conditions) In the case of hectic
scenarios getting close in to your subject
helps isolate that feeling of hecticness (is
that a real word? LOL), so my long telephoto
lens also helps to compress the background
and foreground together effectively
making the image feel more ‘extreme'.
A wider angle lens helps to bring tranquil
scenarios more context. Sometimes the
backdrop helps with the mood of the shot
and I will definitely take advantage of it. I

How do you balance
personal water time with
work time? Is it frustrating
shooting when conditions
are bob on for SUP?

recently shot a friend at sunset on a mirror
flat sea using a combination of freezing
and blurring him and I really liked the
tranquillity in the resulting images.

Do you paddle yourself?
Yes – for several years now on the flat for
leisure or fitness and in the waves when I
get the chance. And I love it!

The only time that I can get frustrated is
when there is a wave kicking off! I’m
relatively inexperienced on waves and so
I don’t take on the really gnarly
conditions and I find I don’t last more
than an hour (or two!) before I get tired.
So I’ll head back to the beach and start
shooting. Next year I’ll have to save some
of my energy as I’m intending to swim
out to where the action is!

If so, what appeals about
stand up?
As a windsurfer who rarely gets out of bed
for anything less that a force 6-7 it used
to be very frustrating if the wind didn’t
blow. I just love to be on the sea; so with a
SUP that definitely fills that light wind
gap. There’s no complicated kit to rig –
just slide the SUP in the van and go!

What are your photography
goals? (As we understand it
you’ve recently gone full
time pap)?

Does it make a difference
doing the sport when
shooting? Are you able to
anticipate easier because
of this?

My main goal is simple – I want to take
the best photographs my clients have
ever seen of themselves! If I can achieve
that and afford to eat and buy the latest
watersports gear then I’ll be very happy.
There are a lot of talented photographers
out there but I would like to be one of the
“go to” photographers to get those
collaborative and personalised killer
shots that will generate referrals from
happy clients.

Absolutely YES! Over the years I have
learned the ‘body language’ of
watersports enthusiasts and I am now
rarely surprised by unexpected
manoeuvres. Subtle rider movements
always gives a clue to what’s coming
next, the more personal experience you
have the easier anticipation becomes.
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Was it hard to make the
transition from employed to
freelance?
Not really! I was VERY tired with the daily
9-5 corporate grind of a technical giant on
the world stage so it was a great relief to
leave all that behind. It was very
challenging learning the business aspects
of what I do and to do it alone was
difficult but now the future looks great!

Any particular SUP events
you’d like to attend for
shooting purposes – home
or away?
I always try to cover the round Hayling
Island event. I would however like to
shoot some of the longer distance open
ocean downwind races with massive
swells such as those they run in Hawaii
perhaps the Maui to Molokai run. I would
definitely like to shoot any world
championship event(s).

www.mikeowensphotography.com
And what about SUP
athletes. Who would it be a
privilege to photograph?
Easy answer! Kai Lenny on the waves
would be awesome – I recently saw the
surf movie Paradigm Lost. I’m seriously
jealous of anyone who was able to
witness and shoot that footage!

As someone snapping the
sport how does stand up
look from the beach? Do you
get what it is that attracts
new paddlers each year?
SUP looks great from the beach - wave or
flat! It definitely looks enticing. You can

see people cruising in the summer
sunshine around the bay out to offshore
sandbars. You can definitely see those
people doing fitness out there too – so
much more pleasurable that running! I
definitely ‘get’ what attracts people to
the sport, the kit is relatively nontechnical, you don’t need any particular
technical skills to fully participate on
your first outing, with the advent of
inflatables you don’t even need storage
space, you can even connect a windsurf
sail to a SUP. Finally unlike many
watersports it can also be an incredibly
social activity too. Where I live we have a
great group of local paddlers which is
really cool – just turn up and go.

Where do you think SUP
might go?
I believe SUP is still in relative infancy
and that kit and materials will continue
to evolve to push the boundaries of
equipment and generate
creative/practical ideas for their use. I
think the use of more exotic materials
and construction techniques will
definitely make inflatables more user
friendly like solid boards. As was the case
with canoeing, I think paddle innovation
will also evolve into spoon shapes and
cranked shafts etc to help improve
specialist SUP discipline performance, I
think this in particular will create new
paddling techniques.
I really hope that those who
manufacture/sell kit don’t do what they
have done to other watersports like
windsurfing and hike prices so much that
it reduces the participation rate.

Any final comments, thanks
and praise?
My love and thanks goes out to my wife
Kerry for all her encouragement in
becoming a professional photographer –
I could not have done it without her
support. Thanks also to Tez at SUPM for
asking me to participate.
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a natter with Paddle Woo/The
If you follow progressive paddle surfing, and lap up related material
from all areas, then you may have come across Erik Antonson and his
Paddle Woo podcast. You may even be familiar with The Progression
Project which aims to showcase just how dynamic and, er, progressive
stand up paddle surfing can be. As a connoisseur of all things
technique and wanting to see the surfing side of the sport push on Erik
is a hive of knowledge and super passionate about this part of the sport
and passing on this info – his Costa Rican Blue Zone SUP Camps are
proving immensely popular. We thought it a good idea to catch up with
EA and pick his brains about paddle surfing across the pond, how he
sees things going forwards and what he reckons the sport needs
elsewhere in the world.
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Progression Project’s Erik Antonson

Firstly tell us how you got in stand up? What was
it that made you think adding a paddle to your
surfing repertoire was a good idea?
As a shortboarder I hated paddle surfers. To this day a few friends
don’t let me live it down. This was back five/six years and boards
were more like boats than surfboards. Progressive surfing was
going down the line. In 2013 I spent two weeks on Tavarua and
that experience spoiled me for shortboarding. I came back to
Costa Rica and was bored shortboarding, so I started taking risks.
Pulling in to closeout barrels, and ended up getting hurt. Pulled
muscles in my rib cage and separated the lining on the inside of
my ribs. Super painful. I was out of the water for a while and about
a month in a doctor friend told me if I didn’t start rehab I’d form
scar tissue and that would limit range of motion. He
recommended paddling. So, I started to paddle in flatwater.
I had surfed a few times on the paddle board but it didn’t inspire
me. Then, a couple months later, was sitting on the beach and saw
someone ripping on a standup. I mean, he was surfing. Figure
eight cutbacks, smashing lips. Catching more waves than anyone,
having more fun for sure. It turned out it was Colin McPhillips.
One of my core principles in life is that you can make new
decisions with new information, never get stuck in a way of
thinking because you’ll miss great opportunities. Seeing Colin
surf that night changed my model for paddle surfing and went
from hater to interested.
63
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As a surfer first were you
bothered what your traditional
wave riding buddies would
think? Did you get any
heckles? How did you deal with
them if so?
Did I care? Not really. I was a decent surfer
who had earned a spot in our lineup so I
surfed better than a lot of the guys who
were talking trash. Did I get hazed?
Absolutely. There was a stretch of a year
where I was aggressively dropping volume,
which meant I was falling a lot. Every time
I’d fall I’d hear my buddies laughing at me.
It takes a solid character to choose to do
something different that folks don’t
understand. There is a high correlation
between paddle surfers and success, you have
to have a lot of grit to deal with the learning
curve and sentiment (see Angela Duckworth,
and be ok going against the grain).

What was your first set up, and
what frustrated you about that
gear and its lack of
performance (if any)?
I borrowed boards at the beginning, but the
first board I bought was a Colin McPhillips
8.4. I ordered it from Colin and waited two
months to get it. It came right when we
had a macking SW swell hitting. I was so
excited to surf it I decided to take it out and
literally broke it in my first session, only
caught one wave. It was brutal.

When did that eureka moment
occur? As in when did you really
first manage to lay a rail, drive
through a fully laid turn and
think: ‘this paddle surfing thing
might actually have legs’?
I knew the sport had legs when I saw Colin
surf. I didn’t realize how fun it could be
until I was making waves I wouldn’t have

pick Pat’s brain for an hour? So I reached
out. I thought there was a better chance
he’d talk to me if it was for a podcast, so I
created the podcast to have access to
information. It proved beneficial to others
and was fun to do, so I kept on with it.

made on a shortboard. Also, being on a
standup is what I call a flow multiplier.
There’s added complexity and
consequence, so it requires deeper focus. I
started standup in a time when the
business I was running was stressful,
surfing a shortboard didn’t bring me out of
the daily stress. Being on a standup
required 100% focus and gave me a mental
break.

Any stand out memories from
your time doing the podcasts to
date?
So many. Over the years Josh Waitzkin (see
Searching for Bobby Fisher, The Art of
Learning…) has become a great friend.
Recording with him in Nosara was a bucketlister and I was happy I could share the way
he approaches learning with the fans of the
show because I’ve learned so much from him
in the last few years. Also getting to speak
with Anders Ericsson, the author of Peak.
Peak is a favourite book of mine on mastery
and we had an incredible conversation.

Talk to us about your paddle
surfing haunts. As we
understand it you have roots in
Florida but have spent
considerable time in California
as well as living in Costa Rica?
Have these locations been key
to your own SUP surfing
development?
I’ve enjoyed surfing in California, up the
east coast, Hawaii and Costa Rica. I love
that standup is still a small tribe and
there’s a connection right away. As far as
development goes, there’s no better place
to progress than where I was living in
Nosara, Costa Rica. You literally have surf
330 days per year, it’s warm and allows
incredible training opportunities.

Then from the surf world I’ve really enjoyed
stories from Colin, Justin Holland (his
wipeout story is incredible), Kai Lenny,
Kalama and my latest with Mo Freitas is
one of the best from a technical surfing
standpoint.
Probably the most fun episode was in Costa
Rica with Colin, Boehne and Kalama when
we were filming what turned into
Conversessions.

When did the idea for a paddle
surfing podcast come about?
Why did you think such a thing
was needed? Was it hard to get
off the ground?

Where did your interest for
studying technique come from?
Any particular key moments or
epiphanies during your time
progressing?

It was selfish at first. When I dive into
something new I go deep, but the well for
standup was very shallow from a
performance standpoint. I had devoured
every video online and blog/article I could
find. I wanted to explore performance boards
but couldn’t find anything. At that point I
thought Mo Freitas’ boards looked the best
and the legend Pat Rawson was shaping
them. I thought, how good would it be to
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I’m a big nerd. I’ve made up for mediocre
athletic ability with being able to break
down technique and create best practices.
I’ll give you two breakthroughs.
Understanding that stability is a misnomer,
and that controlling falling on smaller
boards is the goal. This changed my
relationship to balance and allowed me to
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drop to smaller boards. And learning to be
patient in rail surfing. Less is more, you set
the rail and let the board do the work. That
understanding changed my paddle surfing
and surfing.

power and flow, he’s an amazing athlete
who’s crushing the race scene and one of the
most down to earth humble guys. He just
recorded for the podcast and it’s a personal
favourite episode.

This year Chase Kosterlitz, a standout racer
and great surfer, has come on board as
head coach at Blue Zone. His racing
background adds another incredible
dynamic to the coaching.

Which SUP surfer has inspired
you the most and why?

These days you’re fully into
helping others learn by passing
on all this info you’ve soaked
up. You also utilise the services
of some pretty big hitters from
the world of SUP surfing. Tell us
about these coaching clinics
you run as part of the Blue Zone
SUP Camps.

You obviously see a lot of
progressing paddle surfers
coming through. What’s the
general standard of those
hitting up waves in the States?

I can’t just say one because it would leave
out parts of the journey. Colin gets all the
credit for initial spark. He’s a legend and
great friend and I’m incredibly grateful.
What’s funny is that answering this question
I’m realizing that my other two surfers are
Mo Freitas and Fisher Grant and they would
both give credit to Colin as well. Fisher has
the best style in the game and helped me
understand surfing on a deeper level. The
idea for the Portal Barra, the board I’ve spent
six months designing and have just released,
is based in part on time I spent learning midlength surfing from
Fisher. On the
progressive side
Mo takes it.
He’s the
best
blend
of
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Blue Zone SUP is a seven-day paddle surfing
retreat in Costa Rica. The coaching program is
based on my study of paddle surfing for the
last five years, incorporating best practices
derived from countless hours of video
breakdown of the best in the sport. The byproduct of doing the Progression Project and
Conversessions is that we have an archive
of 40+ hours of the best in the
world surfing.

The guys and girls that are coming through
Blue Zone range from beginner to
advanced, maybe coming from racing or
surfing or they want to get into the sport
and like our deliberate practice approach
and how much fun we have!

Do you see this general level
improving in terms of
performance riding? Or do you
think most paddlers will simply
be happy to glide along on
swells without pulling turns
and such?
From what we see folks want to push it, get
better. I’m also seeing that now on a larger
level with Portal Surf Designs. There are as
many folks interested in boards as
instruction, and I’m having great
conversations about feel and
flow of boards.
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Outside of SUP many still
consider the sport to be less
than dynamic. Does this
frustrate? How do you think we
overcome this opinion? Does it
even matter?

struggles with other elements,
such a big tidal ranges and
wind. What advice would you
give to any aspiring paddle
surfer looking to progress in this
environment?

It seems less dynamic because the public’s
visual of standup is standup at its lowest
level. Everything I’ve tried to do, the films,
podcasts… is to showcase the pinnacle of
the sport. And paddle surfing, at its highest
level, might be the most versatile and
evolved surfing sport, but not many in the
surfing would agree with that yet. We
overcome that opinion by being better.
Better watermen, surfers and by
assimilating into the lineup, not taking
every wave. It does matter, because it can
limit the fun you have in certain lineups.

There is a lot of training you can do outside
of the surf. Training stability on smaller
shapes, exercises for stability and
flexibility.

Here in the UK stand up is very
much fledgling with the surfing
side a niche within a niche so to
speak. Also surfing conditions
can be pretty inconsistent.
While we get our fair share of
good waves, there can be

I’ll give you a couple of concrete examples.
I recommend having a smaller board that
you can paddle on in flat water to push your
stability training. If you’re comfortable at
130L, have a 115. Work to increase stability,
first in the flat water and then pushing it in
more dynamic situations. For drills you can
reference progressionproject.com. Eventually
that board will become your stable board and
you’ll buy another stretch board.
For exercises, look into the kettlebell goblet
squat. Focus on the bottom range of the
movement and hip flexibility. Stability is
most difficult in transition and being able to
relax in a full squat and have balance and
strength going from squat to standing is a
core movement in paddle surfing.
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How much does equipment play
its part when talking about
improvement?
Equipment becomes exponentially
important as skill increases. Your first time
out it really doesn’t matter as long as you
have enough volume. As you start surfing,
shape plays a larger part. As you approach
higher levels it becomes very important
because how volume is distributed
massively changes the feel of a board. I
think we’re just at the beginning of this
exploration.

And what about technique –
paddling and board riding?
Focusing on proper technique will increase
your growth curve. I’ve journalled my
progress on the progressionproject.com
and it is a free resource for anyone wanting
to hack their learning curve.

Most of your riding and coaching
revolves around short boarding.
What about longboarding? Is this
on your radar?
Absolutely. After my move to Florida I took
on longboarding as an art. I had been into
riding mid-length boards for the last year
and longboarding was the natural
extension. It has influenced my surfing so
much that a lot of the Portal Barra design
comes from feelings of longboard and midlength surfing.
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egg in a way. Kids would be into it, but
parents (in surfing) don’t like it. And, if
they’re on the fence, the price tag for a
board doesn’t help. That’s one problem I’m
trying to tackle with Portal. I’m actively
working to bring down pricing. And kid’s
boards are the same price as surfboards.

Do you think at some point SUP
surfing will have the variety of
wave riding shapes that surfing
has? And will these different
boards require different
approaches to getting the best
from in terms of technique?
I’m not sure. There is abundant room for
growth and we’re just now getting into the
fun part. I think design will change a great
deal over the next few years as folks start to
separate the idea of volume into surfing
and paddling.

What about kids and SUP
surfing? Here in the UK there
aren’t many youths wave riding
with paddles (yet). Is this the
same in the States? How do you
think the sport can attract
younger riders?
It’s the same in the States. There are some
massive barriers to entry to SUP surfing perception and cost being at the top of the
list. Surfing grows through generations. But
with surfing frowning on paddle surfing,
parents won’t support kids in a sport the
parents don’t like. It’s the chicken and the

Any other projects on the go
in 2018?
Portal Surf Designs. I’ve always been
infatuated with surfboards, and have
worked with a lot of great shapers and
tested amazing boards in the last four
years. I have an ideal in my mind of what
paddle surfing can be and I’m trying to
build a board that is based on those ideals.
Ease of speed, limited necessary foot
movement and the ability to still get
radical. The boards are working and
feedback has been unreal.

And what about ladies?
It seems that ladies are more open minded
than guys. I’m about to write an article, it
will probably be out by the time this is
published, about identity and growth. It
seems to me that the stronger you identify
with something the less you’re able to
explore outside of that identity and your
general growth is limited. So the identity of
shortboarder limits fun in other areas,
which in turn limits progression.

What about final thoughts on
SUP surfing and paddling in
general?
We’re still just at the beginning of this
sport. If you love it, like I do, help it grow by
being better and more conscientious in the
lineup, by supporting people who are
helping the sport grow and by sharing it.

Back to your podcast work and
you’re now working with Chase
Kosterlitz to deliver more
rounded material and cover other
aspects of stand up such as
racing. Did you see a gap in the
market that needed to be filled?

Thanks, shouts and praise?
Thank you for reaching out! Thanks to
everyone that listens and reads the work.
Much praise to all the surfers and shapers
pushing the sport. Our family had a tough
year, but it only reinforced how lucky we
surfers are… spending our time thinking
about waves, it’s the ultimate privilege.
Check yourself if you ever start getting
mad about surfing because it probably
means the rest of your life is going ok.

It was Chase’s idea. I’m focused on surfing
and learning and design. Chase currently
hosts a podcast with his wife on relationships,
he’s an incredibly smart guy and wanted to
start doing content on racing. I was all for it.
About half of our guests at Blue Zone SUP
come from the racing background and Chase
is the perfect coach for them. It’s going to be
fun to listen to his episodes.
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2.5mm Super Stretch Neoprene Sea
Strides - just £36.

An ideal product for stand up paddle
boarding our 'sea strides' are super warm
and comfortable with a drawstring waist
and unsurpassed stretch properties making
them idea when you don't want to don a
full wetsuit.
They also work really well with
one of our various neoprene
rash vests for a great warm
combo as shown in the photo.

www.northcoastwetsuits.co.uk/product/sea-strides-pants-leggings/
or call us on 01208 880839 for more info.

The SHACs SUP and Open Water Wild Swimming Lagoon in the heart of
the Surrey Hills. Only one hour from the centre of London.
Please visit www.theshac.co.uk for more details.

SUP Tuition, Yoga, Racing
and Social Paddling
River Adventures and Safaris

Equipment Sales and Testing (Try before you buy)
Private Parties, Birthdays and Groups. Team Building and Corporates.
We also offer Open Water Wild Swimming, Mountain Biking and Bushcraft.
The SHACs (Surrey Hills Adventure
Company) SUP and Open Water Wild
Swimming Lagoon at Buckland Park Lake,
Reigate Road, Buckland, Surrey, RH3 7BG.

Tel 01306 731204
email: surreyhillsadventurecompany@gmail.com

MORE
BOARD
TIME

Tony

Words and pics:

Tony Bain

Bain
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SUP knowledge –
Pick it up (right)
Most of us just pick up our board head to the shore and wade right in. It’s as simple as
that, or is it? Of course it is: we drive down to a car park, park up and it’s a short walk to
the water’s edge; we don’t give a second thought to how we prepare ourselves and board.
Pick it up, carry it and enter the water. We have done it the same way ever since we
started paddling and will probably do so for the rest of our days.
I recently visited a club to join them for
a paddle at one of their venues. It’s
always good to get out and meet new
groups, instructors and see how they do
things. Everyone pulled up; all the
boards were unloaded and put wherever
on the grass. It wasn’t untidy, but there
was kit everywhere. People were
jumping over boards and gear to get
back to cars to retrieve stuff. Equipment
was all over the ground and it could
easily be stood on, damaged or even
damage the paddlers themselves.
An idea for you to consider when you next
arrive at a paddle location: leave the board
on the roof of the car until you’re ready to
go. Get all your personal paddle kit sorted
first. Then grab your leash, paddle and
board when you are ready to paddle. This
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helps to keep the ground free from kit
clutter while you all get prepared. Boards
stored on the ground fitted with fins can
seem safe, but if they are sitting fin down
they are vulnerable to wind lift. To
counteract this some people store their
boards upside down with their fins pointing
up; either method has issues for you to
think about as you move around with
equipment on the ground.
Think about other people that use the area:
people out for a leisure walk, dog walkers and
cyclists for instance. Yes, sure, you have a
right to use the shoreline, footpaths and
towpaths close to water, but they do too. Make
sure you keep your equipment clear of these
access ways. Not just for the sake of others
but also keeping your kit safe and undamaged
before you get out for your paddle.

Tony Bain is a New
Zealand born, fully
qualified stand up
paddle boarding
instructor, owner of
Wales based Green
Dragon Activities and
SUP explorer of rivers
and lakes.

bent knee and straight back pick up. The
boards aren’t that heavy, however, the waist
and spine aren’t the correct parts of our
bodies to be bending to lift these items from
the ground.

Picking your board up may seem like one of
the easiest things to do. Whilst watching
this group of people preparing, I saw a
selection of different board pick up
methods. The Tower Crane seemed very
popular or the straight waist bend (not so
hot for your back). Some people just
preferred to drag their boards by the leash
across the grass (not so good for the board).
You could see those that had attended
manual handling courses as they used a
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Going down with a bent knee, the closest
knee to the board lowers your upper body
and with a slight bend at the waist your
arms can reach across the board to take the
central carry handle. Grasping the board’s
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handle and paddle with the closest hand,
the other hand reaches across your body to
lift the nearest board edge and tuck it up
inside your arm. Finally, using that hand
placed on top of the board to push down
provides extra stability to raise your body,
straightening your legs and standing up
with a straight, vertical upper body. Once
you get this method built into your paddle
routine it will very quickly becomes second
nature and your back will love you forever.
On calm days you don’t need to worry too
much about your spare hand holding the
top of the board, however, if it’s windy this is
a really good idea. Lots of people don’t have
a spare hand when they are carrying their
board as their other hand carries the paddle.
I guess it’s good to give it something to do
and all, but personally I carry my paddle in
the hand that carries my board. This leaves
my other hand free to carry a dry-bag,
stabilise the board in the wind if required,
open a gate or for support as I’m getting to
some uneven SUP departure point.
By keeping the board under your arm on
the downwind side of the body with your
spare hand on the top of the board gives
you much greater control over the board in
wind. This also allows the board to lift on the
wind, simply raising your arm as the air
passes by. If you are carrying your board on
the outside of your arm, downwind of your
body, and the wind catches it then the wind
will pull at your arm and could tear the
board from your backhand grip. To have
your board on the windward side of your
body with either grip you risk being blown
over as the wind pushes the board onto you
trying to bulldozer you down the beach.
The simple truth is that there are many
ways of doing the same thing. Some are
easier and better for your body than others.
Which ones work for you is up to you to
decide. Hopefully the instructors that you
are using will be giving you plenty of
different methods of doing the same thing,
so you can develop your own paddle style
that suits. Just make sure that your method
is safe, both for you and others around you.
It’s well worth getting out and meeting other
paddle groups and instructors to see how
they do things. Don’t just stick to your group;
you may become a clone of the others in
your group and you might be missing out on
some seriously great top tips.
Look us up in North Wales or Scotland if you
are looking for a day’s adventure paddle and
learning a few top tips along the way.
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The joy of flat
water stand up
paddle dawnies
moored up and seagulls flying low to water
in search of their early morning feed which
all give a unique aesthetic. The whole scene
is simply one of tranquil bliss and it’s very
easy to get lost in thought and caught up
by your surroundings. Just don’t forget to
stay upright – a dunking would be an
unwelcome shock to the system!

Wakey wakey
Getting on the SUP horse before most
others have opened their lids can be a
sublime experience. The light, the
sounds (or lack of) and glassy nature of
the water (if you get it right with the
forecast) are all things that allow your
day to start off on the right foot, put a
paddler in positive frame of mind and
allow a smug feeling to develop. Positive
endorphins abound.

Stress relief
For many stand up paddling can be an
amazing stress buster. Dawn paddling even
more so. Unless you’re out for specific
training drills (which most aren’t) then
there’s not a great deal of actual paddling
going on – at least that’s what I’ve found
with these kinds of session.

This article is very much about the flat
water end of SUP. Of course, dawnies
revolving around surf have been a thing for
aeons – I indulge in these also. But with still
air and the absence of hectic on water
conditions the whole affair is peaceful and
mellow with flat water. Dare I say
meditative? It’d be the perfect time to
practice some SUP yoga if that’s your bag.

Simply standing atop your board, listening to
the distant hum of the world waking up is
what it’s all about. A few occasional
corrective strokes to keep on track, or add a
bit of propulsion, is the only exertion needed.
It doesn’t get any mellower than this.

Location
Your choice of put in does play a part when
considering an early morn sweep. For me
it’s about the local harbours which feature
water super still and minimal
current/movement (tides). Rivers, canals
and lakes would also be good choices –
depending what you have access to.

And these paddles don’t have to be lengthy
tests of endurance. Short, sharp missions to
blow the pre-work cobwebs away can be
enough. I tend to paddle for a maximum of an
hour. As I’ve already said it’s not so much
about the actual act of paddling and more
about being afloat during the best time of day;
a unique activity in a unique surrounding.

Another feature of my chosen harbour
launch spots are the silhouetted boats
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SUP
Word and pics: Tez Plavenieks
There are generally two types of paddler: those that manage to crawl
out of their pits early doors and those that couldn’t think of anything
worse. I’m most definitely in the former camp; having spent years not
being able to sleep much past 6am I pretty gave up trying and now
embrace those early rises. (Having kids also means lie ins aren’t a luxury I
afford). What this gives from a paddling point of view is access to the best
part of the day, in my opinion.
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get away with ‘normal’ clothes as long as
you’re confident in not falling. This also
makes put ins and get outs quick and
efficient – a big tick if you’ve got
commitments straight after.

Kit choice
If you’re thinking about getting involved in
some flat water dawn paddling then best to
leave your narrow race stick or short surf
SUP at home. You want something that’s
stable and hassle free. Touring boards and
all rounders are perfect, as are inflatables. A
platform that gives you option to chill and
look around is the way forward.

Post-paddle
Having had your time afloat there’s nothing
like indulging in a post-paddle brekkie. If
you fancy being really decadent then
sunrise SUPing is the perfect excuse for a
full English or equivalent. If you don’t have
time for this (and we appreciate many won’t
due to work/family commitments) then a
brew will usually suffice – even better if you
can do this onsite. There’s nothing like
sipping tea/coffee in the open air, fresh from
paddling, while the sun adjusts his hat.

It’s also worth having a camera with you –
either phone, action cam or proper SLR. Just
make sure whatever you take is waterproof.
There are plenty of pouches available for
your phone that keep them moisture free
for instance, as well as housings for
cameras. For most GoPros or similar would
be best.

In all situations there’ll be an inner glow
from having enjoyed some brine time ahead
of the day’s full on schedule.

Season
From my experience it’s the UK’s shoulder
seasons (spring and autumn) that deliver the
best kinds of conditions for early bird
sweeping. In my neck of the woods this is
when the light’s at its best with sunrise
delivering an epic display of colour (although
dead of winter can also be cracking).

For me these early morning flatties are the
perfect antidote to my usual full power on
water antics. Getting afloat, clearing some
headspace and simply enjoying the
moment is what it’s all about. Even if you
only manage a few of these sessions a year
I can’t recommend them enough. Get
involved, snap some pics and let us at SUPM
know how you get on.

Autumn in particular is great as there’s a
crispness to the early morning air but
without it being too chilly. Having said that
frosty SUP starts are also worth checking
out. It’s pretty quirky, after all, paddling
whilst there’s white stuff on the ground. And
being flat water routes you’re going after
means no bodily chill from being immersed.
From an attire point of view you can usually
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Check out winter inspiration – SUPM’s editor
talks getting out stand up paddling during
the off season for more of the same, with
added video!
https://youtu.be/JPH55um8rsw
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Wild Scottish
SUP adventures

Words and pics: Scott ‘Skip’ Innes
Scott ‘Skip’ Innes, owner of the Surrey Hills Adventure
Company (SHAC for short), describes his experience of
wild SUP (as he puts it) adventuring in the
Scottish Highlands.
My family and I recently returned from our wild
SUP tour of the Highlands and the east coast of
Scotland. This was our first trip to that part of
Scotland and I had been told on numerous
occasions that the east coast is not the
prettiest when compared to the more
popular west. But my goodness those
that gave me that advice couldn't
have been more wrong! It occurred
to me that either they visited with
their eyes wide shut or they
didn't have an inflatable
SUP tucked away
in the boot of
their car…
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Spey Bay was a
simply stunning
location where
spectacular
beauty and
wildlife meet and
become one

We travelled to Inverness from London Gatwick with a short up and down and a quick
transfer. We found ourselves in the pretty little coastal village of Garmouth where Scotland’s
fastest flowing river – the River Spey - meets the ocean. I soon discovered I was in SUP
heaven for the wild paddle boarder. My first paddle out was at ‘Spey Bay’ where dolphins
congregate at the river mouth at high tide to feast on the busy salmon making their way to
the ocean.
Spey Bay was a simply stunning location where spectacular beauty and wildlife meet and
become one; where the osprey and eagles fly and mountain meets coast, river meets ocean
and salmon meet dolphin.
Both sides of the river mouth are equally spectacular for the wild paddle boarder offering
interesting and challenging river riding and SUP surfing with a long clean wave. The sunsets
here are stunners and a must see. I'll be back for sure.
That afternoon following my idyllic intro into wild SUP on the East Coast I did a little
research online to find some white water locations and came across Aquaplay Scotland
located in nearby Rothes. Following a brief conversation with Jim the proprietor he invited
me to join him and some friends for some white water SUP on the Findhorn River, I couldn't
believe my luck and I rolled up my board and set off to meet him.

Jim and his wife couldn't have been more hospitable and they took me to a spot they know well
where the river runs free and the rapids are big and exciting. Tamdhu is a favourite spot for white
water rafters and canoeists alike and Jim has spent years mastering this area on his paddle
board. I had a crack at riding The Findhorn’s wild waters. Words cannot explain the levels of
excitement and enjoyment I experienced at Tamdhu and I cannot wait to get back there again
for more fun on the fast moving water amongst the rocks of the stunning River Findhorn.
We then moved north along the coast to the beautiful coastal town of Lossiemouth and as
the name suggests is where the River Lossie meets the sea. As the river winds its way to
where it meets the ocean it is shielded on one side by sand dunes that shelter the river from
the ocean winds offering some simply stunning wildlife which is easily matched by the wild
paddling available as the river mouth changes conditions with the tide and the ever
changing weather of the Scottish east coast. The rip current as the river rounds the final
bend and meets the sea is strong and powerful and you need to know what you are about as
you are propelled at some pace out into the delights of the North Sea. East Beach at
Lossiemouth stretches for as far as the eye can see and is framed to the west by the other
side of the sand dunes that shelter the river and when the conditions are right the SUP
Surfing is excellent. Another must paddle location for the avid wild SUP lover.
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The castle
cannot be seen
from the shore so
was a wonderful
surprise for a
wilderness lover
and wild paddle
boarder

What a location! A relatively small loch
surrounded by mountains and forests with
an island in the middle of the loch, which
turned out to have the ruins of a castle upon
it. The castle cannot be seen from the shore
so was a wonderful surprise for a wilderness
lover and wild paddle boarder and I will one
day return to wild camp within the ruins of
the castle and enjoy the mountain vista as it
changes from day to night and night to day.

Our next destination was Loch Insh high up
in the Cairngorms National Park. This is a
land full of enchanting lochs, dramatic
mountain landscapes, meandering rivers
and fast flowing icy rapids, it just gets
better and better. I didn't quite know what
to expect but was completely blown away
by the diversity of the paddling and
surrounding landscapes and the
unexplainable beauty of the routes I was
lucky enough to experience. The Findhorn,
the Spey and the Lossie, all hail from the
Cairngorms offering so many interesting
opportunities to paddle, this combined with
a network of lochs to choose from and you
really are spoilt for choice. You’ll be itching
to pump up your board more times than
your arms will allow.

The most amazing thing about this part of
Scotland for the wild SUP adventurer is that
there is so much to offer and such a variety
of paddling in a relatively small area. My
advice is to follow your nose and seek out
the paddles that are so frequently presented
to you whilst being respectful of the
wildness of these ancient and beautiful
lands and just as respectful of its dangers
with conditions changing in minutes from
idyllic to hairy to say the least. Stick to the
basic safety rules of wild SUP and exploring
wild places and you won't go far wrong.

My favourite location in the Cairngorms is
very difficult to choose but if pushed I would
say Loch an Eilein. We came across this little
gem completely by chance nestled between
Loch Insh and the ski pistes at Aviemore.
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Words:
Helen Percival
Pics: as credited
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Women in the wilderness

SUP style
Every October I go to Scotland to SUP, with a female friend,
Kirsten. The idea is to find somewhere wild, where the
weather is good and where we can wild camp and always
find a pub to warm our hands up.
After a small walk in of about 3km, we reached the
dam of Loch Treig. We knew that the launch point
would be nearby. We skirted down the side onto the
lochside, after a small scramble over some fairly big
stones we set about getting ready.

In 2017 Kirsten and I had aimed for Airisaig but
the weather Gods were not with us. After
consultation with all the relevant apps we often
had to choose between the rain or the wind, this
time decided to go with the wind. In theory the
wind will blow the rain away. Thus, we started
planning on a downwind and stay.

We divided our kit – I put a 60-litre rucksack on the
front of my iSUP and had a Decathlon special kayak
bag on the back. The wind was 10 knots and northwesterly – ideal for a downwinding. Once on the
water we could see the massive step sided glen and
hear rutting deer. It was great for the wind to blow
us down as we could just admire the mountain
views. We were so lucky to have this weather.

So after a check on Windguru and Windyty I saw that
we could downwind Loch Treig. Loch Treig is a 9km
freshwater Loch. As this was our first foray, journeying
with an overnight, we had decided that on a freshwater
loch it is only the wind that we need to think about and
not the currents, which we had experienced on our trip
last year on some of the sea lochs.
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Once we reached the end of the Loch we found a new building that had not been marked on the
OS map, but it was locked up. We decided to stash our boards in amongst the rocks, upon some
advice from Jim Gibbons of Aqua Play, who remarked that, “It’s not thieves that we need to be
worried about, it’s the wind!”
Once the boards were safely stashed we set about walking to Loch Ossian where we had booked
into the YHA hostel. We timed it perfectly as during the walk the sun illuminated the moors and
the mountains, which made the vista truly stunning. We arrived at the YHA and hung up all our
kit and went for a walk to the train station, one of the most remote in the UK and a location of
the film Trainspotting.
The next day was a reverse: a walk back to Loch Treig and a perfect downwind run back up the
loch and back to the van. What a perfect trip! Planning, preparation and perfection. We can’t
wait for our next…
Kirsten is fairly new to stand up paddle boarding, she is a 40 (I’m edging closer) something
friend of mine, but loves camping and Scotland – the wilder the better! As long as she has a hot
water bottle. I have been paddle boarding for multiple years. I paddle because it takes me out of
the zone of being a mum, which as some readers can testify is hectic. I paddle because it takes
me to remote places where I can truly have adventure. Does that sound like something you want
to do? Then get to it…
What Kirsten and I achieve is accessible for all us women. It’s easy. You just need a good
knowledge of weather patterns and a sense of adventure. You don’t need top of the range
equipment. You don’t need every gadget in the world. Nous and being appreciative of the
outdoors is what is needed (wine and cheese are optional extras!).
So where can you start? Scotland has great lowland lochs, and some pretty inspiring highland
lochs, all of which are stunning and can be accessible to SUP. There are multiple options;
bothies, hostels, camping, wild and not so wild.
I’ll be interested to see where this niche of adventure SUP goes. Stand up paddle boarding has
opened up a lot Scotland, which would be hard to access otherwise. I’m excited to be involved
and call this my hobby and hope to see more women doing the same as us. If you want to come
along on one of our trips then look me up.
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www.percypaddlesgalore.com
www.barrachousup.com
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Gear shed

SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@standuppaddlemag.co.uk

SUPM's test team is... Tony Jeacock, Richard Heathcote and Tez Plavenieks
Welcome to SUPM's stand up paddle equipment test section. Here you'll find unparalleled, in depth and impartial reviews
featuring a whole raft of SUP kit fit for various purposes and riders. SUPM puts a huge amount of work into delivering these, so the
user is armed with all the necessary info. For more SUP equipment testing insights check out this vid:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHvoM-2EiZY&t=50s

If you're looking at building a quiver of stand up paddle boarding kit then you can also use these tests to help. You may also want
to check out SUPM's visual guide discussing the subject of quivers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq_N9CPNcwY&t=9s

kg ie t a r

Pure experience –
Mistral Levuka 11’2” x 32” x 191L
Mistral’s Levuka is only the second board from the iconic watersports
brand we’ve tested and the first hard shell SUP we’ve laid hands on from
them. With a completely redesigned range, with much input from
paddlesports luminary Steve West (also a Hayling Island local), we
were frothing to get aboard.

Price:
£1195

Info:

A 32” wide it feels plenty stable yet
there’s a lively nature just bubbling
beneath the surface. Stroking from
the beach and the elongated profile
helps keep the Levuka on the straight
and true. Glide is OK, although there’s
a degree of nose rocker that pushes
some water, yet this is only a minor
point. Over to Tony for more.

www.mistral.com/mistralactivities/mistral-haylingisland-uk

“Mistral’s Levuka paddled well on flat
water, the board’s shape falling
somewhere between a hybrid all
rounder and longboard surf SUP. For
me at my level it was great on wave,
dropping in and carving progressively

with a dependable nature that
allows concentration on the
turn rather than not falling.
The tail draws in nicely to a
rounded pin (which I
personally prefer) and the
Levuka allows care free carving
that any rider will enjoy. It’s
actually a good board for
anywhere with a slower/fatter
peeling wave and will really flatter
those who enjoy a bit of logging.
“I was surprised how efficient a flat
water paddler it was. Considering its
wave prowess you’d imagine this to
be not so good. Yet for cruising and
touring I can’t really fault it. If the
wind and chop increase then the
Levuka’s lively feel do make it bounce
around a tad. But I really enjoyed
paddling this one and can’t fault its
high end versatility. Nice looks as well.”

s h e d : h a r d

Billed as a crossover board, spanning flat
water and small wave environments,
Mistral’s Levuka looks well up for the
task in hand and ready to give paddlers
a pure experience whether early
intermediate or advanced in
experience.

CONCLUSION

b o a r d s

Mistral’s Levuka 11’2” is a true all
rounder. From longboard esque
style waves to cruising nooks and
crannies across all waters, its
versatility can’t be sniffed at.
Carving smoothly and
progressively across liquid walls,
with efficient knifing through flat
water if you’re after a one board
does all, rather than owning a
quiver of boards, then we’d suggest
checking Mistral’s Levuka out. You
may be pleasantly surprised with
what you find. Good looks to boot
and top drawer manufacturing cap
off a board that the majority of
paddlers will enjoy piloting. Note:
thruster fins not included so you’ll
need to add your own.
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b o a r d s

Loose as a goose –
Starboard Hyper Nut 9’x31.5”x145L
Parallel rail surf SUPs, or stubby nosed boards if you will, have been
around for a while in various forms. They were always billed as the
perfect sleds for going smaller than normal (with board sizing) yet
retaining stability whilst increasing surf performance. That’s all well
and good but as anyone with experience knows paddling sub-8’ SUPs
still requires a degree of skill/experience. Starboard’s 9’ version of
their popular Hyper Nut range will be welcome to many who fancy
trying the concept yet have been put off by the shorter, lower
volume versions in the range

Price:
£1199

Info:

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

http://star-board-sup.com

Picking up waves is a doddle,
however – even slack mush
burgers without much power.
To generate speed, as with
all boards, in less than ideal
conditions a proactive
approach will yield best
results – it responds well to
pumping. The nice thing
though is the board’s
accessible carving and
slashing prowess which
comes to the fore with only a
few short, sharp scoops of
your stick. It’s a really easy SUP to
get on the tail with, the raised foot
bar integrated into the tail pad
allowing riders to stomp accurate
footwork without dropping the
head – vision should always be on
the wave after all.

Described as two boards in one, the ‘nut’
shape of the 9’ keeps the width packed
in up front, at 31.5”, while tapering to a
performance tail in the back (albeit
still a fairly wide one). Construction is
top drawer as you’d expect, with a
whole host of features, including high
grade woven carbon innegra
reinforced rails. Plus in Starlite
construction the bio resin used in
manufacturing is kinder to the planet.
This reinforces Starboard’s Blue Planet
ethos and signposts the
environmental work the brand are
undertaking.

Super loose between transitions,
and pretty fast down the line, the
Hyper Nut 9’ can deal with rail to
rail riding styles or the more skate
orientated flat slash type of
surfing. Either/or you’re in for a
positive experience with this
board, whether you be looking to
maximise your stoke in the crud or
if you’re hitting better quality waves
up to around head high.

On the water Starboard’s Hyper Nut 9’
is stable and planted. Tracking is
straight and true and glide isn’t too bad,
although paddle strokes will need to be a
tad more powerful to keep it driving
forwards than longer, pointier nosed SUPs.

CONCLUSION
We’ve tested a few Starboard
Hyper Nuts in the past but it’s the
9’ reviewed here that’s the most
user friendly and accessible we’ve
tried to date. 2018’s version is
poised to deliver any intermediate
to advanced rider fun times in
slack to moderately good waves.
Whippy through turns, either flat
slashes or rail to rail carves, it’s
loose and slippery when needed
but not to the detriment of grip. If
you like your SUP surfing fast and
furious, whatever the conditions,
then look no further for the tool to
make it so.
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We stepped aboard Neptune’s Surf SUP 9’ MACH #1 a number of
years ago. Back then it delivered user friendly performance across
a bunch of different surf scenarios. We were therefore intrigued to
see how the MACH #2 version stacks up.
Coming in familiar Neptune livery with
bamboo reveal punctuated by black rails and
deckpad it’s a sled that does garner attention
at the beach – surprising considering it is
quite plain. But it’s the board’s clean lines
that grab attentions we feel.

Price:
£579 (add £100 for
additional carbon paddle)

Weight is pretty good and it’s no trouble
carrying with the deep recessed
centrally located handle. We opted to
use our own set of thruster fins as
these are more high performance
than those supplied as standard
(although you can upgrade if
needed).

Info:
www.neptunesups.com/
Surf-SUP-p/ss.htm

CONCLUSION
Neptune SUPs may not be known
for their performance surf sleds yet
the brand’s Surf SUP MACH #2 9’
proves that they have the goods
should you need this kind of tool.
Falling somewhere between hybrid
short/longboard performance the 9’
is a smooth carver that’s poised to
deliver some fun riding in less
critical conditions. Experienced
paddlers will be able to whack a
few lips easily while progressing
riders will find there’s plenty of
surf performance to grow into.
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b o a r d s

Stability isn’t too bad with the Surf
SUP displaying a planted feel. It’s
not as prone to being buffeted by
chop as some SUPs and therefore
delivers a more sedate ride out to
the peak. Once at the take off riders
will need to put the hammer down
to get the Neptune’s nose to lift and
begin gliding. As soon as the wave
picks up the tail, however, it switches
up a gear and slides smoothly into your
chosen liquid wall.

Off the tops are smooth
and progressive. There’s
almost a safety net with
the Surf SUP MACH #2 as
it does forgive slightly
dodgy footwork through
lip hits. You may think
you’re about to eat it but
you may be surprised
and are able to wrestle
the turn back on track.

s h e d : h a r d

NEPTUNE

The Neptune Surf SUP likes
to driven rail to rail for
maximum efficiency
through turns as well as
benefitting from
accurate rider input. Get
on the tail and trim fore
and aft and you’ll be
rewarded with a
reactive sled that’s fun
to chuck around in
small to medium swell.
We did use in some bigger
stuff and while it certainly
rides with no issue it’s
definitely most at home in
less hectic conditions.

kg ie t a r

Clean and smooth –
Neptune Surf SUP 9’ x 30” x 130L
MACH #2

Two faced –
Fatstick Log Rocket 10’6” x 30” x 185L

b o a r d s

Over the last few years we’ve been fortunate enough to test a large
raft of south coast based SUP brand Fatstick’s offerings. From all
round accessible shapes to more high performance designs
there’s more to FS than you’d initially think from just looking at
their affordable prices.

Price:
£699

Info:

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

https://fatstickboards.com

wave. I can’t stress this enough and
how much more performance you
suddenly have when into some
swell. It’s super stable and allows
foot work to be sorted so newbs to
surf SUPing will find favour.

FS’s Log Rocket certainly displays eye
catching aesthetics with a distinct
California classic wood veneer look.
We should also mention the board’s
weight which is pretty light for the
size of SUP the LR is. All in it’s a
decent looking machine that only
needed a fin upgrade before it was
blinged and ready to rock. Over to
Tony Jeacock for more.

“Something paddlers often struggle
with is getting the back foot on the tail.
I was able to position my foot right on
the kick block and therefore push
harder through turns. This was even
without the speed I’d have liked
through some sections. For my level
the Log Rocket offers accessible surfing
that allows proper turns up and down
the wave. If you’re a progressing rider,
looking for an authentic paddle surfing
experience and platform to progress
on, then you’d do a lot worse than
hopping atop this sled. It filled me with
confidence to surf waves that I
otherwise might not have done. It held a
good line and because of the stability I
could get out of situations when needed.
More of a surfer than a flat water paddler in
my opinion.”

“I’ve actually owned a Fatstick so
was pretty sure what to expect.
And yet I was pleasantly
surprised with how different the
Log Rocket is to the SUP I had.
“It’s not too bad on the flat but
the rounded rockered nose does
require a bit more oomph to get it
moving. Cruising is pleasant
enough and most paddlers
looking for this type of
performance will be happy with
the Log Rocket.
“Switching to surf mode, however, and
the Log Rocket REALLY came alive on a

CONCLUSION
Fatstick’s Log Rocket 10’6” proves
things aren’t always as they seem
when it comes to stand up paddle
boarding design. The LR, while
certainly offering flat water
paddle performance, is much more
at home on a wave and will slap
mile wide smiles on many
different rider faces because of
this. Coping well with bigger surf
as well as small swells it carves
smoothly with the opportunity of
proper lip hits for those with skills.
With its California classic good
looks and competitive price point
the Log Rocket may be the right
sled for you.
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For a sub-9’ SUP there’s no lacking
on the stability front. As such even
progressing intermediates should
give the 8’9” a look, you might be
surprised. Tracking is efficient and
glide is fine. Paddlers will need a
few more power strokes to get it
humming, as after all shorter
boards are never going to be
quiet as efficient as longer SUPs.

Price:
£1,649

Info:
www.fanatic.com/product/
allwave/

We used the 8’9” AllWave across
everything from small to
overhead surf and in all
instances found it to be an
admirable performer. If we were
to pinpoint the board’s sweet spot
then waves with some punch and
around waist to head high seem to
be where it’s most at home.

Fanatic’s AllWave 8’9” will tick
many boxes for the majority of
paddlers wanting accessible surf
performance, especially those
looking for such a board that
doesn’t scrimp on stability.
Designer Seb Wenzel’s clever
shaping keeps the volume and
width packed in but with efficient
footwork allows riders those all
important, accessible wave carving
and lip smacking attributes we all
desire. If you’re looking at the
AllWave range then we’d definitely
suggest checking out the smallest
sled in the range as you might
discover how user friendly it is.
AllWave by name AllWave by nature.
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For paddlers with skill the AllWave
8’9” is fun to chuck at thick and
pitching lips. Bashing foam is a
forte of this board and for its size
you’ll be pleasantly surprised with
the level of performance you can
squeeze out. For ultimate wave
riding performance the brand’s
radical Pro Wave range will be the
one but the AllWave certainly holds
its own – it also stands up well against
the brand’s Stubby line also.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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Putting the hammer down
upon take off yields best
results in terms of from the
off speed. It’s a reactive
board as well so riders
giving it a few pumps for
additional zoom will be
rewarded. Off the bottom
and it’s a silky smooth
carver – especially if riders
can locate their back foot
accurately on the tail. Using
the whole rail is worthwhile
as well. Flat turns from slightly
forwards do work but it’s a much
more efficient SUP to carve the
further back you stand.

s h e d : h a r d

We’ve been fans of Fanatic’s AllWave range since they first made
an appearance a while ago. Having used most sizes over the years
it was nice to jump back on the smallest of the AllWave sleds and
take the 2018 version for a spin. Coming in lightweight LTD
construction and featuring five fin boxes for ultimate tuning
(although the board is only supplied with three thruster fins)
it’s a sexy looking machine that’ll have all comers beaming
from ear to ear.

kg ie t a r

Accessible shredding –
Fanatic AllWave 8’9” x 32” x 145L LTD
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Distinctly different –
Hypr Nalu Hawaii Ohana
9’11” x 31.5” x 199L
Distinguished by the patented deep concave grooves running
through the hull of each of their boards this is the third board from
Ian Foo’s aesthetically unique Hypr Nalu brand we’ve tested to date.
It’s also the second Ohana, the bigger 11’2” version was featured in
SUPM’s June 2017 issue.

Price:
£1300

Info:
www.hyprnalu.co.uk/
ohana.html

Having picked up your wave of
choice setting a rail is super easy
with the volume thinning out
along the Ohana’s rails. Get back
on the tail and it’s loosey goosey
all the way. For such a perceived
big board skilled paddlers will find
no issue chucking it about, even in
some solid surf. The Ohana can carve
progressively, ala longboard style, or
tighten up for a big hit when
required. It does require a degree of
oomph from the wave, as well as
rider input to get the most out of
though. Proactivity yields best
results.

All of Hypr’s boards have a surf leaning – even
the hybrid touring Kaimana range, of
which we’ll be testing the 11’ for next
issue. The Ohana 9’11” is no different.
Feeling light and with a progressive
outline plan shape it’s a SUP that’s
just begging you to get it wet.
Although fins come with Hypr Nalu
boards the brand, a stated in the
past, don’t focus too heavily on
this area allowing riders to swap
out for their own exotics. So after a
quick tweak and implementation
of another set we were off and
sweeping.
Whilst 31.5” width isn’t (on paper)
particularly narrow the lively nature
of the 9’11” is undeniable.
Secondary stability is good so
paddlers should trust in it. We’ve said
before that dimensions don’t really
describe a board’s feel, and in this
instance it couldn’t be more correct.

We did also paddle the Ohana 9’11”
on the flat. It certainly works OK and
can be used as an allrounder, with a
wave bent, no probs. Mid-weight to
lighter riders would get the full
benefits in this environment. Glide is
pretty good and tracking no issue.

CONCLUSION
Hypr Nalu Hawaii’s Ohana 9’11” is
a good looking sled that delivers a
decent amount of surf
performance. Working efficiently
either as a longboard style SUP
surfer or step up bigger wave board
– perfect for offshore/out of the
way bombies – it’s a board with a
surprising amount of
manoeuvrability for its size. Switch
the fins for more performance
orientated types and add your own
tail pad kick block to further
enhance. Distinct looks with
boutique credibility only increase
this board’s appeal.
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First off riders will notice just how
contrasting the nose is compared to
the quickly tapering tail. On paper
this suggests an aggressive carving
ability but with the option of getting
toes over if paddlers desire.
Underneath the Spoon boasts five
fin boxes so riders can tune to
conditions whereas up front you’ll
discover a pronounced concave
under the nose. All in RW’s Spoon
10’ looks like multiple boards in
one and should therefore be
applicable to a number of different
riding styles.

Price:
£890€ (also available as
9’2”, 10’ and 11”)

Info:
https://redwoodpaddle.com/
gb/board-sup-stand-uppaddle-surf/386-10-xlspoon-sup-longboard.html

CONCLUSION
Redwoodpaddle’s Spoon 10’ is a
very unique sled designed with
specific purposes in mind. For
those with skills it’s an efficient
nose rider that rewards efficient
technique, trim and the ability to
get tootsies over. If you’re a more
progressive rider, with access to
solid punchy waves, then swapping
to quad or thruster fins turns the
Spoon into an aggressive carver
that proactive paddlers will find
favour with. It’s nice to see just
how much performance can change
with a switch in mentality and
small fin tweaks. The keen price
point should also be mentioned.
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Taking off and riders will need
to keep one eye on the wave’s
pocket as the Spoon likes
power – the more the better.
Staying in the sweet spot and
carves are fulfilling with a
decent amount of spray
chucking ability easily tapped
into. What was instantly
obvious, however, is the amount
of lift being generated from the
nose. So much so that riding from the
tail needs to be done proactively –
pumping and accurate trim needs to
be given due consideration.
Swapping the fins out for a single
sees the Spoon transform into old
school logger. For those with skill
locking the tail in and edging
noseward is a fun exercise. Care
should be given to keeping the
Spoon flat and true. If you can trim
well then there’s no reason why you
can’t achieve significant hang time,
the Spoon’s lift generating nose
helping keep you perched above the
brine.

b o a r d s

To begin with we used the Spoon in
quad fin mode which yielded some
interesting results. Hopping aboard
and there’s a degree of rocking and
rolling due to the 30” width and
tapered tail. A more dynamic paddling

stance will be needed when
scooping for the peak, which is
pretty standard on performance
SUPs. Tracking is good.

s h e d : h a r d

This is only the third of Redwoodpaddle’s hard SUPs we’ve actually
tested but in terms of what’s on offer, it’s one of the most high
performance shapes we’ve gotten our mitts on from Chris DeFrance
and co. The French brand have recently undergone a few changes
in terms of their aesthetics and line up – previously it was RWP’s
Phenix fitting the longboard niche. The Spoon is RWP’s stab at
bona fide performance longboards and is certainly unique in
that respect.

kg ie t a r

Lift off –
Redwoodpaddle Spoon 10’ x 30” x
130L XL

All round fun –
Mellowwave 12’6” x 30 iSUP

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Having taken Mellowwave’s The Maverick 10’ x 31” and then
subsequent 10’6” x 30” iSUP for a spin we were looking forward to
getting involved with the brand’s inflatable touring offering
reviewed here. The model we’re testing and got our mitts on is the
12’6” x 30” which Tony Jeacock put through its paces. Here’s what
he thought.

Price:
£699

Info:
www.mellowwave.co.uk

turn mode and I was able to
meander around the board
easily, that tail, again, providing
plenty of support. If you’re
learning to sweep your turns
then it’s a great tutor and a good
many paddlers will find it a nice
iSUP for learning this move.

“For me the 12’6” is more efficient than
the 10’6”. Not because the latter is a bad
board instead it’s more the glide
properties of its bigger touring sibling
that are immediately fulfilling.
Another thing that instantly jumps
out when you hop aboard is just how
absolutely rock solid the MW tourer is.
At maximum PSI it didn’t even dent
with me standing on it and I’m not
exactly small. You can’t fault stability
even though it does sit on the water,
as opposed to in it, so is therefore at
the mercy of chop and flotsam. It’s a
well mannered board that any paddler
will find favour with.

“For all round paddlers it’d be a
good choice for those wanting a
do a bit of everything flat
water. iSUP touring on calm days, either
in rivers, lakes or at the coast it would
carry a load easily as it’s quite stable. If
you’re fancying a play on some bumps
then it’ll also accommodate in the small
stuff. All in it’s probably the best iSUP I
have paddled.”

“I managed to catch a few little
bumps and was surprised just how
much fun it was to surf. It’s really
stable stepping back into tail pivot

CONCLUSION
For a new SUP brand
Mellowwave continue to
impress us with their offerings –
hard and inflatable products in
equal measure. This being the
second iSUP we’ve tested from
the south coast based company
definitely shows MW upping
their game and coming up with
something top drawer. With
performance that’ll fit a variety
of scenarios – from full on
exploring mode to messing
about at coastal venues – the
12’6” will find favour with many
paddlers from early
intermediate and up. Well made
and a good price to boot.
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“I was very impressed with the GTE
straight out of the box. It was really
well presented; the included rucksack
is durable, heavy duty and easy to
carry. It’s worth noting that even
things such as grab straps and such
aren’t always that well thought out on
some iSUP bags. The pump did its job
quickly and worked efficiently.
O’Shea’s GTE livery is eye catching
making for a polished looking board
(you can tell I’m a sucker for decent
graphics).

Price:
£929

Info:

The board’s length and outline shape
complement each, 31” width adding
enough stability. Intermediates
wouldn’t have too much issue paddling
the GTE. The board’s wide square tail only

www.osheasurf.com/
isupboards.html

CONCLUSION
While O’Shea do predominantly
supply inflatable SUPs for the
masses they do have a number of
more specialist boards in their line
up which can do a little more than
simply paddle – the GTE being a
case in point. Able to be loaded up,
yet still paddle efficiently, the GTE
is a board that any serious tourer
will appreciate. That said it’s still
applicable for all round paddling on
flat or slightly choppy waters. And
as Rich mentions above there’s no
reason why you couldn’t race it.
Well manufactured, aesthetically
pleasing and versatile O’Shea’s GTE
is an iSUP that’ll take you on all
manner of adventures.
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helps with this when performing pivot
turns or navigating rougher water.”
Multiple cargo elastics/tie down
points mean this really is built for
touring and it would be easy to lash
everything you need for a day or
longer trip. It just begs you to get out
on the river and head upstream in
anticipation of what you might
discover round the next bend.”
“The board paddles beautifully, gliding
with ease, slicing through the water
with each paddle stroke. A fairly
pronounced nose rocker lifts the board
over slight to moderate chop meaning
paddlers shouldn’t encounter too
much trouble with ruffled water. The
GTE has a nice feel to it. It holds a line
and tracks well with hardly any
corrective strokes needed. It really
does glide on auto pilot making
paddling easy and a thoroughly
enjoyable experience. You can
obviously spot the GTE’s touring
credentials but it’s surprisingly quick.
You could therefore easily race on it,
even though it’s not the GTE’s forte, and
have a lot of fun in the process.”

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

O’Shea’s GTE (E standing for expedition) Fusion Lite 2018 board
is the board of choice for SUPM’s SUP Knowledge author, and all
things river/white water/coaching Tony Bain. Put to good use
during his stab at the Yukon River it’s a serious bit of kit that’s
poised to take any paddler from A to B in efficient manner.
Constructed in superior Fusion Lite technology it’s, as usual, a
top drawer bit of gear that you can tell has had a lot of time
and effort put in to it. Rich Heathcote took it for a test drive.

kg ie t a r

Adventurous spirit –
O’Shea GTExpedition 13’ x 31” x
350L Fusion Lite

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Pushing forward –
McConks Go Free windSUP
Out on the water in paddling mode
and the Go Free is a dependable
platform for all round sweeping
on flat water. It tracks fine and
glide is admirable. There’s also
a decent amount of stability
built in which makes it
applicable to a variety of
paddler builds/weights. The
footstraps do have a
tendency to get in the way at
times, however, McConks say
the production version comes
with easily removable footstraps.

McConks continue to push forward with their range of inflatable
SUP products and this time round we shine the spotlight on the
brand’s Go Free windSUP offering. Before going any further we
should state this was passed to SUPM in semi-prototype form.
Brand head Andy McConkey tells us there are to be a few more
tweaks to the design before the final product goes on sale. That
said there’s no reason we shouldn’t get an overall impression

Price:
£550 (board, bag, pump,
leash, standard fin) + £50 for
additional windsurf freeride
fin. Packages that include
fibreglass and carbon fibre
paddles also available.

Info:
www.mcconks.com/
inflatable_SUP_shop/
product/mcconks-98-gofree-inflatable-crossoverboard/

The first thing that strikes you about the Go
Free is the quality of manufacturing.
McConks as a brand have come a long
way in a short space of time. Produced in
fusion style technology, Dropstitch
seams are firmly stuck down, the new
deckpad looks great, fixtures and
fittings are quality (including the
mast insert and included footstraps)
and the fin boxes protruding from the
tail are efficient and look up to the
job. The only thing that wasn’t quite
there was the included fin which for
us was slightly too flexible. As such
we swapped this out for our own
performance version.

With windy rig coupled up, McConks’
Go Free displays a decent level of
breeze capability. It chugs through
the brine with ease and isn’t too bad
tracking upwind, with minimal
slippage downwind. Its stability
comes into play during moves,
such as tacks and gybes, and will
also see light wind freestylers
whirling and twirling without too
many dunkings. As far as it being a
planing hull; whilst top speed can
be good it isn’t quite a full power
windy board for strong blows. Time
will tell whether the new hard rail
edges promised on the production
version will be enough to change
this. For light to moderate wind fun
though it’s a fun windSUP to pilot.

Inflating is easy enough, the
included dual action pump making
the whole process a doddle. Once
pumped to correct PSI paddlers will
note that it’s a pretty stiff sled, with
minimum deflection – even more
important considering the idea is to
attach a windsurfing rig.

CONCLUSION
A nice looking inflatable windSUP,
with decent cross over
performance between paddling
and rig action, McConks’ Go Free
sled is a dual purpose toy that will
find favour with crossover water
babies in equal measure. If further
modifications of the shape are to
go by then all of the above traits
should be improved no end by the
time the Go Free hits shelves – stay
tuned for that.
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360

Bray Lake Stand Up Paddle
•club•school•hire•demo•retail•events•

•Open 7 days a week
•Bespoke coaching
•Lakeside location
•SUP experts
•Leading brands

UK’S No.1
SUP Centre

M4/M25 Location
www.braylake.com
info@braylake.com
01628 638860

Become
a Member

Be a part
of British
Canoeing
Join today at:
www.britishcanoeing.org.uk

Call our membership team on:
00
T: 0300 0119 500
Join us online at www.britishcanoeing.org.uk

#strongertogether

